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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Ultrafast Nonlinear Vibrational Microscopy and Applications in Study of Self-Assembled 

Materials 

by 

Haoyuan Wang 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

University of California San Diego, 2021 

Professor Wei Xiong, Chair 

 

Vibrational sum frequency generation (VSFG) microscopy is a powerful technique to study 

molecular vibrational modes at non-centrosymmetric surfaces, interfaces and structures. However, most 

of the existing VSFG microscopes have 2 limitations: lack of molecular orientation information and lack 

of ultrafast dynamics information. In this thesis, we report the newly developed VSFG microscopy in our 

lab, as well as their applications in the study of self-assembly. 

First, we developed the self-phase-stabilized heterodyne-detected VSFG microscope that can 

reveal spectral phase and molecular orientations. In our geometry, the VSFG signal and local oscillator 

are generated using the same beam path. Therefore, comparing to traditional Michelson interferometric 

geometry, our phase stability is improved by 9 times. Using this heterodyne VSFG microscope to study a 

self-assembled material SDS@2β-CD, we successfully identified two molecular domains with different 
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molecular orientations, which is not possible to extract from an ensemble-averaged VSFG spectrum or 

homodyne-detected VSFG images. 

  In addition, we extended the spectral coverage and further studied the self-assembled material. 

We found because of strong hydrogen-bond interactions between water and the self-assembly, water 

molecules are template to adopt the local mesoscopic ordering of the self-assembly, which allows VSFG 

to probe water on non-flat interfaces. We also showed that the origin of the VSFG signal from the self-

assembly is the result of combination between individual molecular chirality and highly coordinated 

ordering, which gives rise of anisotropy. Furthermore, we found heterogeneity among different domains, 

which can be attributed to variations in the local hydration level. Since the SDS@2β-CD system is a 

synthetic lattice self-assembly, such heterogeneity could also exist in other natural lattice self-assemblies 

such as virus and tubulin. 

We further developed the first infrared pump, VSFG probe microscope and applied it to study the 

ultrafast dynamics in the self-assembly. We found that the primary and secondary OH of β-CD exhibit 

markedly different dynamics, suggesting distinct hydrogen bond environments, despite being separated 

by only a few angstroms. Another ultrafast dynamic is assigned to weakening and restoration of hydrogen 

bond between strongly bound water and secondary OH of β-CD, which exhibit spatial uniformity within 

self-assembled domains but heterogeneity between domains. The ultrafast nature and meso- and 

microscopic ordering of hydrogen bond dynamics could contribute to the flexibility and crystallinity of 

the material- two critically important factors for crystalline lattice self-assemblies, shedding light on 

engineering intermolecular interactions for self-assembled lattice materials. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 

 

Molecular self-assembling activities are ubiquitous in nature and are central to chemistry (1–3), 

biology (4, 5), and materials science (6, 7). Small particles, such as atoms, ions, and molecules, 

spontaneously aggregate and congregate into structurally well-defined and ordered architectures, such as J-

aggregates (8), self-assembled monolayers (2, 9), membranes (10), and vesicles (11). These architectures 

further assemble into higher-order structures that are essential for life, such as living cells (4, 11) and light 

harvesting centers (12), or energy applications, such as photovoltaics (13) and solar fuels (14). Thus, 

understanding molecular self-assemblies and being able to control them is crucial for advancing our 

knowledge of and developing innovations in the chemical, materials, and life sciences. Important scientific 

properties of self-assembled systems include their structures, e.g., molecular orientation (15–17), 

intermolecular distances (18), and mesoscopic morphology (19, 20), as well as the physical and chemical 

self-assembling driving forces (21, 22) between molecules at interfaces. 

Despite their importance, the challenges of studying self-assembled systems lie in how to 

selectively probe them in surroundings that are often disordered. The first scenario is molecules at metal or 

semiconductor surfaces that form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) (2, 9, 17, 23–31), on which the 

molecules experience distinct environments and have different properties than do bulk molecules (32–34). 
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Because the number of surface molecules is much smaller than the number of bulk molecules, their signals 

are overwhelmed by the bulk response in techniques such as Fourier transform infrared and Raman 

spectroscopy. The second scenario is the investigation of self-assembled structures, which usually contain 

well-ordered parts and disordered parts with similar components. For example, when studying cellulose in 

plants (18, 35–38), it could be difficult to distinguish the signals from hemicellulose, which has very similar 

composition with cellulose but has random structure. Another example is strongly bound water in self-

assembling, which is highly ordered. The signal could be overwhelmed by signal from random oriented 

water (39). 

To collect this type of information, there are several surface/interface specific techniques to 

consider (40, 41). Electronic state-based techniques, such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 

ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) are commonly used 

and can give element specific information at the sufaces/interfaces. However, these techniques do not 

include much molecular information and do not have spatially specific information. Photoemission electron 

microscopy (PEEM) can provide spatial information; however, the technique requires ultra-high vacuum 

system, which limits the application. 

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is another surface specific technique that gives molecular 

information. However, the spatial information is still lacking for this technique. Scanning tunneling 

microscopy (STM) has excellent spatial resolution, but the molecular information is limited.  

As for atomic force microscopy (AFM), traditional AFM does not offer molecular information. 

AFM-IR can provide some surface specific molecular information with spatial resolution, however, AFM 

and all the techniques mentioned above, as well as other linear optical techniques such as reflection-
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absorption IR spectroscopy (RAIRS), cannot resolve the second scenario, in which well-ordered and 

disordered molecules needs to be distinguished. The reason is that these surface/interface techniques are 

based on the penetration depth, which only applies for the first scenario. 

Fortunately, the sum-frequency generation (SFG) imaging technique overcomes these challenges 

(32, 42–45). SFG is a surface/interface technique due to its selection rule but not penetration depth. Based 

on the unique selection rule, only molecules or structures with noncentrosymmetry are SFG-active. This 

includes molecular configurations at surfaces/interfaces and noncentrosymmetric materials. By adding 

imaging capability to SFG can bring spatial visualization of the noncentrosymmetric materials. The theory 

of SFG will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

SFG was developed by Shen and co-authors in 1987 (46, 47). The first VSFG microscope was 

demonstrated with the wide-field illumination geometry by Florsheimer et al. in 1999 (48). After that, 

Kuhnke et al. and Baldelli et al. further advanced the designs (49–51). The wide-field illumination 

microscope (Fig. 1.1 A) arranges an IR and an upconversion pulse to spatially and temporally overlapped 

onto the samples. The IR beam excites molecular vibrational resonances and the upconversion pulse 

converts the vibrational coherences into a higher frequency polarization which subsequently generate a 

free-induction decay signal at the sum of the two incoming beams’ frequency, and therefore is named sum 

frequency generation. The VSFG signals are second-order nonlinear signal, and only exist in 

noncentrosymmetric systems, as explained more in section 3, ideal to probe interfaces and self-assembled 

materials with no inversion centers. The VSFG signal is distortion-corrected by a grating and projected onto 

the CCD detector (49). Because the 2D images occupy the CCD, it is necessary to scan the 1D spectral 

information. The most straightforward way is to scan the frequency of a narrow-band IR beam (17, 27, 28, 
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49, 50, 52–55), which works best for measurements that only need sparse data points in the frequency 

domain. 

The confocal point-scanning geometry uses the IR and the upconversion beams that are aligned 

collinear onto the sample (15, 16, 56–58). A spectrograph measures the VSFG signals of each illuminated 

spot, and the samples are rastered in the 2D spatial dimension to acquire the images. A crucial optical 

component is the reflective Schwarzschild objective, which removes optical aberrations due to the 

refractive index mismatch between various wavelengths of lights. 

While the point-scanning geometry is relatively slow in data acquisition, its optical arrangement is 

similar to ensemble-averaged VSFG spectroscopy, making it easy to adopt developments in VSFG 

spectroscopy. One of these developments is heterodyne detection (HD) to resolve VSFG phase that reveals 

orientation or chirality of the molecules (15, 16). HD-VSFGM has been demonstrated in both Michelson 

interferometric geometry and collinear geometry. Yang et al. showed that Michelson interferometric 

geometry allows arbitrary control of the time delay between the LO and the VSFG signal (16). Wang et al. 

developed a fully collinear HD-VSFG microscope (Fig. 1.1 B): a CaF2 window was used to generate a time 

delay among the VSFG signal, upconversion, and mid-IR pulses, which were focused on a nonlinear crystal 

(e.g., LiNbO3) to generate a LO. LO was spatially collinearly overlapped but was delayed temporally 

relative to the VSFG signal. Because all beams traveled the same path, it maximized the phase stability, and 

the phase was insensitive to sample height change (Fig. 1.1 B) (15). 

Another example of combining techniques developed in VSFG spectroscopy with VSFGM is the 

first mid-IR pump VSFG probe hyperspectral microscope (Fig. 1.1 B). Wang et al. focused a mid-IR pump 

pulse to excite vibrational modes of the samples from off-axis and used the VSFGM to probe the transient 
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change induced at certain time delays (39). The pump-probe was measured in a quasi-shot-to-shot fashion 

by placing a chopper on the pump beam and a synchronized galvo-mirror on the VSFG probe beam, which 

displaced the VSFG spectra vertically to separate the signals being pumped from the rest. This setup allowed 

full hyperspectral imaging in spatial, temporal, and spectral domains to further characterize the 

heterogeneity of systems of interests. 

Chapter 1, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Annual Review of Physical Chemistry, 

2021. Haoyuan Wang; Wei Xiong. Annual Reviews, 2021. The dissertation author was the primary 

investigator and author of this paper. 

 

Figure 1.1. Experimental setups of VSFGM. (A) A broadband VSFGM combined with 

compressive sensing. A digital micromirror device (DMD) is used to generate randomly structured 

illumination patterns, and a compressive sensing algorithm reconstructs the spectra information. The 

blazed grating (G1) in the upconversion beam path is used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. (B) 

Confocal point-scanning VSFGM. IR probe and upconversion beam are recombined by a dichroic optic 

and aligned collinearly. A Schwarzschild objective focuses them onto the sample. The emitted VSFG 

signal along with the residual IR probe and upconversion pulses are all collected by the objective and sent 

into the heterodyne module to generate a local oscillator (LO). The LO and signal are further sent to the 

spectrograph and CCD detector. An IR pump pulse in the time-resolved module is added to perform 

transient VSFGM. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Theory and Experimentation 

 

VSFG, pioneered by Shen and co-workers in 1987 (46, 47), is a second order coherent optical 

process, which can only be generated by non-centrosymmetric symmetry systems. The detailed theory of 

VSFG can be found in the literature (32, 42–45, 59, 60). Briefly, the electric field of VSFG signal 

𝐸𝑖
(2)

(𝜔) is driven by the second-order polarization P(2), 

𝐸𝑖
(2)(𝜔) = 𝑃𝑖

(2)
∝ 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘

(2)
𝐸𝑗(𝜔; 𝜔𝑘)⨂𝐸𝑘(𝜔; 𝜔𝑘)  Eq. 1. 

Where 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

 is the second-order nonlinear susceptibility, and the subscripts denote the coordination 

axis; 𝐸(𝜔) is the input laser electromagnetic field, with 𝐸𝑘(𝜔; 𝜔𝑘) being an infrared (IR) laser that is on 

resonant with molecular vibrational modes, 𝐸𝑗(𝜔; 𝜔𝑗)  being an upconversion beam that promotes the 

vibrational coherence into virtual states, and ⨂ represents convolution. 

The symmetry selectivity of VSFG can be shown in the following way: under electric dipole 

approximation, applying an inversion operation to a centrosymmetric system makes 𝜒−𝑖−𝑗−𝑘
(2)

= −𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

 . 

However, for any centrosymmetric system, its property after inversion should remain unchanged, e.g., 

𝜒−𝑖−𝑗−𝑘
(2)

= 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

 . Thus, 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

= −𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

= 0 , which means only non-centrosymmetric systems, such as 

surfaces, interfaces, and any structures without inversion centers, can generate VSFG signals. For surface 

and interfaces, their symmetry breaks at the boundary between two phases. Most surface and interfaces 
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assume a C∞v symmetry, with the surface normal as the symmetry axis. Thus, there are a total of 7 non-

zero VSFG 𝜒(2) for C∞v symmetry: 𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑧
(2)

= 𝜒𝑦𝑦𝑧
(2)

, 𝜒𝑥𝑧𝑥
(2)

= 𝜒𝑦𝑧𝑦
(2)

= 𝜒𝑧𝑥𝑥
(2)

= 𝜒𝑧𝑦𝑦
(2)

, 𝜒𝑧𝑧𝑧
(2)

.  

Another set of systems that can be selectively measured by VSFG but have received less attention 

are non-centrosymmetric self-assembled systems. Many self-assembled systems do not have inversion 

symmetry, e.g., Type I collagen (16, 61), cellulose (35, 62), and certain metal-organic-frameworks (MOFs) 

(63, 64). Unlike surface or interfaces, the symmetry of self-assembled materials is structure-dependent, 

which governs the non-zero 𝜒(2) . For example, collagen fibers have cylindrical symmetry C∞ , and 

therefore collagen fiber lying at the interface has non-zero tensor elements: 𝜒𝑦𝑦𝑦
(2)

, 𝜒𝑦𝑧𝑧
(2)

= 𝜒𝑦𝑥𝑥
(2)

= 𝜒𝑧𝑦𝑧
(2)

=

𝜒𝑥𝑦𝑥
(2)

, 𝜒𝑧𝑧𝑦
(2)

= 𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑦
(2)

, 𝜒𝑥𝑦𝑧
(2)

= 𝜒𝑦𝑥𝑧
(2)

= −𝜒𝑦𝑧𝑥
(2)

= −𝜒𝑧𝑦𝑥
(2)

, with the y axis defined as being in the collagen fiber 

longitudinal direction. (61) 

 

2.1 Transformation between molecular and lab frames 

The lab frame second-order nonlinear susceptibilities 𝜒(2) are further related to the molecular 

hyperpolarizability 𝛽(2) by Euler rotations (43, 65). 

𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

= 𝑁 < 𝑅𝑖𝑖′𝑅𝑗𝑗′𝑅𝑘𝑘′ > 𝛽
𝑖′𝑗′𝑘′
(2)

 Eq. 2 

where 𝛽
𝑖′𝑗′𝑘′
(2)

 can be estimated by calculation or linear spectroscopy, R is the rotational matrix, N is the 

total number of molecules and <…> represents integrations overall angular coordinates that are isotropic. 

For a complete list of symmetry-allowed 𝜒(2) and 𝛽(2), we refer the reader to the work by Moad and 

Simpson (66), and the work by Hirose, Akamatsu, and Domen (65). This relationship is the key to obtaining 

an ensemble-averaged molecular orientation on surfaces or interfaces. However, it assumes a delta angular 

distribution. To quantify both mean orientation and then orientational distributions, one needs to measure 
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higher-order VSFG signals (67). 

 

2.2 Polarization and surface symmetry of SFG process 

For a surface/interface, if it does not have any symmetry, i.e., it is C1 symmetry, there would be 27 

non-zero terms for second-order susceptibilities. If it has certain symmetry, some of the second-order 

susceptibilities must be zero. For example, if the surface/interface has mirror plane or rotation symmetry, 

the XXX or YYY components would be 0. Nevertheless, if there is any XXX or YYY polarization SFG 

signal, it indicates the surface/interface has no symmetry. 

When doing the experiment, the polarization of light is defined as P or S. If the light has an electric 

field polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, it is called P-polarized; while if the light has an electric 

field perpendicular to the plane of incidence, it is called S-polarized. If the incident light is P polarized, it 

contains both Y and Z components for the surface. While S polarization only contains X component. 

Therefore, if there is SSS polarization SFG signal, it indicates the surface/interface has no symmetry. 

 

2.3 Homodyne versus heterodyne detections 

The classical detection scheme is homodyne detection, which measures the intensity of the signal 

fields as follows: 

𝐼ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜(𝜔) = |𝐸𝑖
(2)

(𝜔)|2 Eq. 3 

A recent development is heterodyne detection (HD), which mixes the signal with a reference beam with a 

known phase (23, 24, 31, 32, 45, 68–74). In this case, the measured heterodyne signals are 
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𝐼ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑜(𝜔) = |𝐸𝑖
(2)(𝜔) + LO|2 = |𝐸𝑖

(2)(𝜔)|
2

+ 2ℛ [𝐸𝑖
(2)(𝜔) ∙ LO] + |LO|2  Eq. 4 

LO is the local oscillator. By applying Fourier filters, the cross-term (red term of Eq. 4) can be extracted, 

which reveals the phase of the VSFG signal.   

 

2.4 Transient VSFG 

In Time-resolved VSFG experiments, the sample is vibrationally excited by irradiation of the IR 

pump pulse (75, 76). After a time delay (Δt), the change of VSFG signal is measured. In a time-resolved 

experiment, one would expect to see at least ground state bleach (GSB) and excited state absorption (ESA). 

However, in homodyne detected VSFG experiment, the ESA is usually not detectable since it is too small 

due to the nature of homodyne detection. For example, if 10% of vibrational modes are excited to 1st excited 

state (which is a fair assumption), in homodyne detection the ESA VSFG signal is about 2*10%*10% = 2% 

of the original signal and would easily be overwhelmed by the noise level. (76) 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of VSFG hyperspectral microscopy and how hyper-dimensional information 

(e.g., frequency, spatial and temporal) can be disentangled in complex systems. Left: pulse sequence of 

VSFG. The IR pulse excites vibrational coherences on the molecular systems, which oscillate during t1 

and are upconverted by the visible pulse at t2 to a higher frequency polarization and subsequent emit the 

signal. The signal is heterodyne detected by the local oscillator (LO). Middle: A cartoon of VSFG 

microscope setup. Right: time-dependent hyperspectral image from VSFGM. The different colors in the 

spectrum represent the peak from different molecular compound, while the signs of the peaks represent 

the phases measured by heterodyne-detection. The colored domains in the parallelogram map represent 

the spatial distribution of corresponding peaks, while their changes in time axis represent the dynamic of 

each spectral feature. 

 

2.5 Relationship Between Spectroscopy, Microscopy, and Hyperspectral Imaging 

Many self-assembled systems are heterogenous in spatial, temporal, and chemical spaces. While 

VSFG can, to some level, distinguish different chemical species by probing their vibrational fingerprints, 

it integrates all other dimensions and only displays the spectral information on one frequency dimension. 

For complex chemical systems, knowledge in the spatial and temporal dimensions can be vital molecular-

level insights and useful to selectively probe the systems. 

To see this, we consider the measured signals of a system Χ𝑁 that is composed of a collection of 

N molecular absorber or emitters Mi,  
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Χ𝑁{𝑀1(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅1, 𝜔1, 𝐴1, Γ1), 𝑀2(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅2, 𝜔2, 𝐴2, Γ2), … , 𝑀𝑁(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅𝑁, 𝜔𝑁 , 𝐴𝑁 , Γ𝑁)}  

Eq. 5a   

with 

𝑀𝑖(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖, 𝐴𝑖, Γ𝑖) = (∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑎(𝜔, 𝑡)) ∙ 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑖(𝑡)) =𝑎 (∑
𝐴𝑖,𝑎(𝑡)

(𝜔−𝜔𝑖,𝑎(𝑡))+𝑖∙Γ𝑖,𝑎(𝑡)
) ∙ 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑖(𝑡))𝑎  

 Eq. 5b, 

where 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑖(𝑡)) is the spatial distribution function of molecule i at a specific time t, with Ri 

being the center positions of the molecules, and Li,a represents the spectral feature a of molecule i, with Ai,a, 

ωi,a, Γi,a, being the amplitude, center frequency and linewidth of the specific spectral feature. The summation 

in the front includes all degrees of freedom (electronic, vibrational, and rotational) of molecules. The 

temporal dependence is included implicitly, because Ai,a, ωi,a, Γi,a, and Ri are functions of time. 

An ultimate measurement should determine the spectral features of every molecule as functions of 

time and space. However, such a task is not only daunting, but also unnecessary. In principle, it is sufficient 

to measure each sub-ensemble, within which the molecules behave the same but among which the 

molecules could have different properties. A bottom-up approach to achieve this goal is single-molecule 

imaging (77–79): Single molecular emitters Mi are measured, and a collection of measurements reveals the 

statistics of the systems. The challenge is that single-molecule microscopy is primarily fluorescence-based, 

and only specific fluorophores are strong enough emitters for single-molecule detection and not all degrees 

of freedom of molecular motions are reflected by fluorescence. 

 

A top-down approach is to measure the molecular system with all irrelevant dimensions fully 
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integrated and to record the molecular properties with only the relevant dimensions. 

 

2.5.1 Ensembled spectroscopy  

For example, for a static and spatially homogeneous system, both temporal and spatial domains 

become irrelevant. By fully integrating the spatial (r) and temporal (t) coordinates of 

𝑀𝑖(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡;  𝑅𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖, 𝐴𝑖, Γ𝑖), it results in the spectra of molecule i, ∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑎(𝜔; 𝜔𝑖,𝑎̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, 𝐴𝑖,𝑎
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, Γ𝑖,𝑎

̅̅ ̅̅ )𝑎 , and ensemble 

averaging all molecules leads to the classical spectroscopy (S): 

𝑆 = ∑ ∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑎(𝜔; 𝜔𝑖,𝑎̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, 𝐴𝑖,𝑎
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, Γ𝑖,𝑎

̅̅ ̅̅ )𝑎𝑖   Eq.6 

In this way, spectra of molecules in a homogeneous system can be measured with no information on their 

spatial location or temporal dynamics. 

 

2.5.2 Intensity-based microscopy  

More information can be learned when fewer dimensions are integrated. For example, any 

intensity-based microscopy integrates the spectral coordinates, making 𝑀𝑖(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅𝑖, 𝜔𝑖, 𝐴𝑖, Γ𝑖)  = 

𝑀𝑖(𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅𝑖, 𝐴𝑖) ∝ ∑ 𝐴𝑖,𝑎(𝑡)𝑎 ∙ 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑖(𝑡)), and, therefore, the measurement is an image (I) composed of 

time-dependent spatial point-spread functions (77–87): 

𝐼 = ∑ ∑ 𝐴𝑖,𝑎(𝑡)𝑎 ∙ 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑖(𝑡))𝑖   Eq. 7 

    The images contain only spatial-dependent intensity information and convolute molecular structures, 

conformations, and local environments together. The time dependence of R and Ai,a means the microscopies 

are time-resolved. The time resolution is set by ∆t, the time duration for capturing one image. If ∆t is 

significantly longer than the time scale of motion of interests, then the microscopy measures the static 
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images. Typically, millisecond to second dynamics, such as rheology, can be time-resolved by the frame 

rate of the microscope; picosecond or femtosecond ultrafast dynamics, such as energy and charge transfers 

in molecules, requires ultrashort pulses to snapshot the dynamics, in conjunction with triggering the 

dynamics by ultrafast pump pulses (88–90). 

 

2.5.3 Full hyperspectral imaging   

When characterizing the systems simultaneously along spatial and spectral (and sometimes 

temporal) dimensions, hyperspectral imaging is obtained, e.g., fully characterizing 

𝑀𝑖(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖, 𝐴𝑖, Γ𝑖). The hyperspectral image can be expressed as 

𝐻𝑆𝐼 = ∑ 𝑀𝑖(𝜔, 𝑟, 𝑡; 𝑅𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖, 𝐴𝑖, Γ𝑖) 𝑖 = ∑ (∑
𝐴𝑖,𝑎(𝑡)

(𝜔−𝜔𝑖,𝑎(𝑡))+𝑖∙Γ𝑖,𝑎(𝑡)
) ∙ 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑖(𝑡))𝑎𝑖  Eq. 8. 

    Thus, in principle, it records the full dimensions of molecular information (Fig. 2.1). In practice, 

spectral coverage is chosen based on interests, e.g., the mid-IR spectra are measured if molecular structures 

and vibrational energy dynamics are of interest. The resolutions of hyperspectral imaging depend on the 

instrumental resolution: the time resolution is constrained by the instrumental response time, and the spatial 

resolution depends on the point spread function under diffraction limits (in theory, super-resolution 

techniques (82, 91) can be applied here to overcome the Abbey diffraction limit).  

Under the instrumental resolution limits, molecules are characterized in all three dimensions. Thus, 

they can be better differentiated and categorized. For example, when two different molecules occupy the 

same location, but have different spectral features and temporal behaviors, they can be distinguished. Now, 

the collection of molecules XN is categorized into many subensembles, within which the molecules share 

the same spatial, temporal, and spectral characters. Thus, when the hyperspectral microscopy is set to the 
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proper spectral range, data acquisition duration, and field of view, with the appropriate resolutions, it probes 

a complete set of optical knowledge of the molecular systems. 

 

2.6 Combining VSFG with hyperspectral imaging 

VSFG, acted as a spectral symmetry-selectivity filter, can further refine hyperspectral imaging to 

make it probe only molecules that satisfy non-centrosymmetric conditions, which is a unique approach that 

can study molecules in complex environments. Although combining VSFG with hyperspectral imaging 

sounds like an appealing solution for studying self-assembled systems, there are challenges in data 

collection and analysis. With 2D spatial information, 1D in the time and spectral domains, respectively, 

VSFGM has difficulty effectively collecting and extracting information in 4D (3D for static VSFGM). How 

to efficiently use the 2D of a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and collect a 3D or 4D data cube is still 

a topic under development, and various schemes were developed on a case-by-case basis. 

 

2.7 Femtosecond Laser and Optical Parametric Amplifier 

Titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sapphire) laser system (Coherent) is used as initial light source. The laser 

outputs laser pulses center at 800 nm with repetition rate of 1 kHz. The output power is about 7 W with 

pulse duration of 35 fs. 

 

About 60% of the initial laser power is used to pump the TOPAS (Light Conversion). TOPAS is 

the femtosecond optical parametric amplifier (OPA) for Ti:Sapphire lasers. The model used in this 

dissertation is TOPAS-Prime, which splits one 800 nm photon into two near infrared (NIR) photons. The 
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total power of these two NIR pulses are about 1 W. 

The TOPAS is followed by a home-built difference frequency generation (DFG) setup, which 

generates mid-IR through DFG process of the two NIR photons. Nonlinear crystals such as KTA, AGS or 

BBO are usually used for the media of DFG process. In our experiment, when generating mid-IR around 

CH region, we used AGS crystal (Θ = 50°, Φ = 0°); when generating mid-IR around CH and OH region, 

we used KTA crystal (Θ = 47°, Φ = 0°); when generating mid-IR around OD region, we used AGS crystal 

(Θ = 39°, Φ = 45°). 

The residual 800 nm (1.12 mJ) after TOPAS is sent into a 4f geometry pulse shaper to generate a 

spectrally narrowed upconversion pulse (output energy is 1.2 μJ, fwhm is 3.8 cm-1, and the pulse shape is 

Gaussian with a pulse duration of 4 ps). The mode of the upconversion pulse is optimized by passing 

through a spatial filter. 

Chapter 2, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Annual Review of Physical Chemistry, 

2021. Haoyuan Wang; Wei Xiong. Annual Reviews, 2021. The dissertation author was the primary 

investigator and author of this paper. 
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Chapter 3  

 

Self-Phase-Stabilized Heterodyne Vibrational Sum 

Frequency Generation Microscopy 

 

3.1 Heterodyne VSFG microscopy to study self-assembly 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the classical detection scheme is homodyne detection, which measures 

the intensity of the signal fields as follows: 

𝐼ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜(𝜔) = |𝐸𝑖
(2)

(𝜔)|2  

    Therefore, the phase information which represents the orientation of molecules, is missing. In 

heterodyne-detection VSFG, a local oscillator (LO) pulse that is at the same frequency as the VSFG signals 

will be generated collinearly aligned with the VSFG signals with certain time delay. Therefore, these two 

pulses will generate interference fringes on the CCD detector (in frequency domain). To extract the phase 

information, the heterodyne interference fringes are Fourier transformed into time domain, where an 

apodizing filter is applied to remove any dc signal (23, 69, 92). The time domain data are inverse Fourier 

transformed back to the frequency domain. The frequency domain molecular VSFG spectral phases are 

calibrated by non-resonance SFG spectra of z-cut quartz (92), which results in imaginary and real parts of 

molecular VSFG spectra. 
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3.2 Traditional heterodyne VSFG microscopy setup 

The traditional heterodyne VSFG microscopy setup uses a Michelson interferometric geometry 

(16). In this geometry, an LO is generated in one of the Michelson interferometer arms and combined with 

VSFG signals in the other arm. Because LO and VSFG signals are generated in two separated beam paths, 

mechanical stability is extremely important to eliminate any phase drift. Furthermore, an interferometric 

geometry also presents challenges in alignment and maintenance. 

 

3.3 Self-phase-stabilized heterodyne VSFG microscopy setup 

Therefore, we present the first fully collinear HD VSFG microscope, which demonstrates excellent 

phase stability and circumvents technical challenges in spectrometer alignments. To further extract 

comprehensive molecular knowledge from VSFG images, we developed a spectral pattern recognition code 

based on a greedy algorithm. Using this code, we can differentiate domains with various molecular 

conformations, which would otherwise be difficult to distinguish using optical imaging techniques (93) or 

homodyne VSFG microscopes (27, 48, 57, 94–99). We implemented this phase-stable collinear HD VSFG 

microscope to study a host-guest molecular self-assembly spin-coated on gold. We found that the self-

assembly contains non-centrosymmetric domains at sizes from about 20 to 100 μm2, and there are mainly 

two types of domains, which have opposite molecular alignment relative to each other, or they could have 

different chirality. This microscope development should pave the way for implementing HD VSFG imaging 

in a broad range of applications in biophysics (100) and materials (101) and surface sciences. (102, 103) 

The core experimental setup of the HD VSFG microscopy is illustrated below. The 800 nm 

(upconversion) and mid-IR pulses are combined by a customized dichroic optics (Newport), which passes 
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mid-IR and reflects 800 nm light. After the dichroic optics, both mid-IR and 800 nm pulses are collinear 

and overlapped temporally, and then they are focused together by a Schwarzchild (Edmund Optics, 

15×/0.28 NA) reflective objective lens onto samples. The Schwarzchild objective lens is used to circumvent 

optical aberrations caused by refractive index differences of light at various frequencies. The generated 

VSFG signals, along with incident mid-IR and upconversion pulses, are reflected off a sample and are 

collected by the same objective lens. Because the incident beams are sent through one side of the objective 

entrance, the reflected beams are offset relative to incident beams after exiting the objective lens. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of the collinear heterodyne SFG microscopy system. Mid-IR and 

upconversion pulses are combined collinearly and overlapped temporally by a customized dichroic optic. 

These incident beams are sent through one side of a Schwarzchild objective lens to be focused on the 

sample. The reflected beams are offset relative to incident beams and picked up by a mirror. After the 

pick-up mirror, the VSDG signal, mid-IR and upconversion pulses are overlapped spatially and 

temporally. These three pulses are passed through a CaF2 window to generate a time delay between VSFG 

signal and mid-IR and are then focused on a LiNbO3 crystal to generate a local oscillator that is spatially 

collinear overlapped but temporally delayed relative to the VSFG signal. 
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The reflected VSFG signal, mid-IR, and upconversion pulses are picked up by a mirror, and all 

three pulses spatially and temporally overlap with each other. These three pulses are passed through an 

optical media to create relative time delays between the pulses (72). The time delay is necessary to ensure 

interference fringes between LO and SFG signals for heterodyne detection. In our setup, these pulses are 

bounced between two parallel mirrors and passed through a 7 mm CaF2 window four times to generate a 

∼2 ps time delay between the SFG signal and mid-IR pulse. It is possible to generate the time delay, because 

there are non-negligible differences between refractive indices of the VSFG signal and mid-IR pulse. The 

upconversion 800 nm pulse has a similar refractive index to a visible pulse, so it is delayed by a similar 

amount as the SFG signal. The 2 ps time delay is a “sweet spot” for LO generation. Because the time 

duration of the upconversion pulse is 4 ps, the mid-IR pulse temporally overlaps with the front tail of the 

delayed 800 nm upconversion pulse, which ensures LO generation and creates the largest amount of time 

delay and therefore more interference fringes for extracting spectral phases. One pass through a 3 cm rod 

would perform the same function. After generating time delays, the beams are focused into a LiNbO3 

crystal (MTI Corp., optical grade, X-cut, 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm) to create an LO, through an SFG process. 

Because SFG on the crystal is impulsive, an LO is generated only when mid-IR and upconversion 800 nm 

pulses overlap temporarily. Thus, LO duplicates the temporal profile of mid- IR and is delayed relative to 

the SFG signal. The LO and SFG signals are then sent through a few bandpass filters to remove any residual 

upconversion pulses and are focused into a spectrograph and detected on a charged coupled device (CCD) 

camera. The LO and SFG signals interfere with each other on the camera to generate heterodyned signals, 

an interference fringe pattern. The fringe space (Δω) and time delay between LO and VSFG signals (t) 

satisfy the relation Δω··t = 1. 
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Chirps originated from GVD/TOD of CaF2 in our setup are negligible since the IR has relatively 

narrow bandwidth (section 3.5). To obtain an HD VSFG image, the sample is scanned spatially by an 

automated stage. The exposure time for each pixel is 2 s, and for a typical 100 μm × 100 μm image, the 

scanning time is about 2 h. The heterodyne interference fringes are Fourier transformed into time domain, 

where an apodizing filter is applied to remove any DC signal (23, 69, 92). The time domain data are inverse 

Fourier transformed back to the frequency domain. The frequency domain molecular VSFG spectral phases 

are calibrated by nonresonance SFG spectra of z-cut quartz (92), which results in imaginary and real parts 

of molecular VSFG spectra. We note our current scheme works for Gaussian shape upconversion pulses, 

but not for etalon shape pulses, because mid-IR is ahead of upconversion pulses when arriving at a LiNbO3 

crystal and therefore cannot overlap with etalon upconversion pulses. This issue can be solved by generating 

an LO before the sample (72). 

The largest advantage of this new HD VSFG microscope is that an LO pulse is created from the 

same pulses that generate VSFG signals. The benefits are threefold: First, an LO is intrinsically collinear 

with the VSFG signal, because they are generated by the same collinear mid-IR and upconversion pulses. 

This geometry eliminates the necessity of extra procedures to align the LO to be collinear with the VSFG 

signal, which is difficult but also the most critical factor in heterodyne detection. Second, the spectral phase 

measured using this new setup is not sensitive to sample height. In heterodyne detection, where an LO is 

generated on a different beam path from signals, a small change of sample heights (∼200 nm) is enough to 

change the spectral phase. In our setup, because all pulses are reflected from the sample, height variations 

would change the beam paths of all pulses together. Thus, the measured phase reveals only molecular 

orientations, but not sample heights. Third, because all beams travel along the same beam path, phase 
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fluctuation and drifts due to mechanical instability are largely alleviated. To illustrate this benefit, we 

measure the phase of the HD VSFG signal as a function of time, acquired using this collinear HD VSFG 

microscope and a Michelson interferometric HD VSFG microscope. The Michelson interferometric HD 

VSFG microscope uses the same optical parts as the collinear setup, except that an additional arm is used 

to generate the LO. 

Thus, each microscope experiences the same amount of mechanical instability. In 12 min of 

measurements using the Michaelson interferometric HD VSFG microscope, the standard deviation of the 

phase is 0.44 radian, with the largest variation being 2.81 radians. Although phase acquired from the 

Michelson interferometric setup does not drift over 12 min of measurements, the spectral phase does 

fluctuate randomly on a large scale in the time frame of 10 s. On the other hand, the collinear HD VSFG 

microscope demonstrates a rock-solid phase stability, with a 0.039 radian standard deviation and 0.35 radian 

being the largest variation (Fig. 3.2). Thus, the collinear setup enhances phase stability by at least 9 times. 

In addition, the collinear HD VSFG microscope shows good long-term phase stability. During a 2 h window, 

the phase drifted only about 0.032 radian. As mentioned above, the image scan time is about 2 h. Thus, this 

phase stability is critical for improving the fidelity of phase extracted from a point-to-point scanning 

heterodyne microscope. 
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Figure 3.2. Phase stability of HD VSFG microscope. Collinear HD VSFG microscope shows 

little phase fluctuations in both short (blue) and long (insert, purple) terms. In comparison, a Michelson 

interferometric setup shows overall stable phase, but large fluctuations at 10 s time scales. 

 

Next, we examine the quality and resolution of microscopic images. We acquire and compare 

optical and HD VSFG images of a lithographic pattern composed of gold and GaAs. SFG signals from gold 

and GaAs form good contrasts, as GaAs has a larger SFG signal than gold. Comparing the two images 

shows that the SFG image captures all the features shown in the optical image, including edges and the 

curved corners (Fig. 3.3 a and b). To determine the resolution, we scan across sharp edges between gold 

and GaAs and fit the first-order derivative of SFG intensity into a Gaussian model. We found the resolution 

is <2 μm, which is close to the theoretical limitation (1.2 μm) defined by the 80% separation criterion (104) 

(Fig. 3.3 c). The resolution can be further improved by expanding the 800 nm beam size or using a larger 

numerical aperture (NA) objective, which is beyond the scope of this report. 
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Figure 3.3. Image and resolution examination of sample pattern. (a) HD VSFG and (b) optical 

images of a GaAs/Au pattern.  

(c) Scan across the GaAs/Au edge, Gaussian fitting of the first derivative of SFG intensity. Based 

on 80% separation criterion, the resolution is about 1.8 μm. 

 

3.4 Applications in self-assembly 

After examining the phase stability and resolution, we use the collinear HD VSFG microscope to 

investigate molecular self-assembly systems spin-coated on gold. The molecular self-assembly is formed 

by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) through host−guest interactions, which is a 

good building block for responsive molecular devices and biomimic structures. (105, 106) β-CD forms a 

cup-shaped structure, with one of the rims being narrower than the other. One SDS molecule can form a 

complex with two β-CDs, and the conformation of the two β-CD molecules can be head-to-head, tail-to-

tail, or head-to-tail. Simulations have shown that the head-to-head configuration is the most stable due to 

more hydrogen bonds. (107) However, head-to-tail conformations can also exist. Most existing techniques 

cannot distinguish between these different conformations, but the VSFG signal has a unique ability to 

identify head-to-tail conformations, because head-to-tail conformations are non-centrosymmetric and 
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generate strong VSFG signals. (37) Thus, the HD VSFG microscope is ideal for spatially differentiating 

between head-to-tail and head-to-head conformations. 

The HD VSFG microscope image of molecular self-assembly contains ample spectroscopic 

information, including spectral intensity, phase, peak position, and line shapes (Fig. 3.4). By plotting the 

image based on different spectral features, various molecular aspects of these self-assemblies can be 

obtained. One approach is to plot the absolute integrated VSFG intensity image (Fig. 3.4 e). On the basis 

of this intensity image, we conclude the self-assembly sample is very inhomogeneous, composed of 

domains that have strong and weak VSFG signals, and the size of the domains ranges from 20 to 100 μm2. 

Because molecular self-assembly fully covers gold substrates, the difference in VSFG intensity reflects 

various domain conformations, but not surface coverage: for example, domains with strong VSFG signals 

consist of head-to-tail conformations, because they are non-centrosymmetric, whereas domains with weak 

signals are composed of head-to-head configurations. (37) 

However, there is much more information to be learned than what the VSFG intensity image can 

reveal, because in the HD VSFG image, each pixel encodes a phase-resolved HD VSFG spectrum. To take 

advantage of the rich spectral information, we further characterize each domain by comparing all the 

spectral patterns of their imaginary spectra (corresponding to absorptive spectra) (23, 69, 74, 92, 108), 

including peak position, phase, and line shapes. This spectral pattern recognition is done by a greedy 

algorithm (109), which can be easily extended to images that contain large data points. The algorithm sorts 

every pixel in the image based on its spectral similarity in every run and iterates the comparing mechanism 

until the sorting results converge. Then, pixels that are grouped as the same type are plotted in the image 

with the same color. 
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Using the spectral pattern recognition code, HD VSFG images of molecular self-assembly are 

sorted based on spectral similarity. We found six types of spectra in the image, with type 1 and 2 dominating 

(green and orange in Figure 3.4 a and c). The HD VSFG image is replotted as a spectral image, in which 

pixels of the same spectral type are coded with the same color (Fig. 3.4 a). The spectral image shows that 

pixels within each domain have the same spectral type, which indicates molecules in each domain adopt 

the same conformation. This result agrees with VSFG signal selection rules: VSFG can only survive when 

the interfaces or domain formed by molecules are ordered and non-centrosymmetric. Otherwise, their 

signals cancel each other out. (32, 43, 45) We note that there are four minor spectral shapes in the HD SFG 

image (bottom four of Fig. 3.4 c). These minor spectral pixels often appear at the edges or boundary of a 

domain. Thus, we assume these spectra are signatures of domain edges, whose structures are not as ordered 

as those of molecules at the centers of domains, or they are signatures of boundaries between two domains 

with different conformations, whose spectra should be an average result of molecules in both domains. The 

two dominating imaginary spectra have features that are similar to each other, but are out of phase by π (top 

two of Fig. 3.4 c). Both spectra include two noticeable peaks, a large peak at 2900 cm-1 and a small peak at 

2870 cm-1. A control experiment to measure the VSFG signal of deuterated SDS/β-CD molecular self-

assembly shows that the VSFG spectral phase of deuterated SDS/β-CD is similar to the nondeuterated 

complex (15). Because deuteration shifts the CH stretch of SDS to 2000 cm-1, (110) this result suggests the 

two vibrational peaks of Figure 3.4 c originate mainly from β-CD. This conclusion agrees with a previous 

study on a similar molecule. (111) 
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Figure 3.4. HD SFG image of molecular self-assembly. (a) Domain assignment of HD SFG 

image by the spectral pattern recognition code: pixels with similar spectral line shape are coded to the 

same color. (b) Summation of the cyan area (60 μm × 60 μm) in (a) mimics an ensemble-averaged HD 

SFG imaginary spectrum. It shows that under ensemble-average, HD SFG signals are mostly cancelled 

out. c) Color coded HD SFG imaginary spectra that corresponds to the same colored pixels in (a). Type 1 

and type 2 are imaginary spectra of two dominant types and the rest of four are spectra of minority pixels 

at boundary of domains. (d) Domain assignment of the absolute square of HD SFG signal (equivalent to 

homodyne SFG), which shows phase is critical information for spectral recognition. (e) The HD SFG 

intensity image, which reveals various domains existing at the surface, but is lacking molecular 

information. 

 

On the basis of literature reports, we assign the peak at 2900 cm-1 to be the asymmetric modes of 

CH2 in β-CD and the peak at 2870 cm-1 to be the CH stretch of β-CD. (111) There are no CH3 peaks of SDS 

observed because of the relatively small population of CH3 groups in molecular self-assemblies. From peak 

assignments and corresponding spectral phases, we can determine the molecular orientation in each domain. 

As discussed previously, the molecules in domains that are visualized in HD VSFG microscopy should 

correspond to the head-to-tail configuration, which generates strong VSFG signals. On the basis of 

Gaussian calculation (112), the vibrational transition dipole vectors of CH asymmetric modes are rigid and 
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always point from narrow to wide rims of the β-CD cup. 

 

Thus, we conclude that domains with type 1 spectra correspond to self-assembly aligned with the 

cup facing down, and a molecular self-assembly in domains with type 2 spectra faces the opposite direction 

(Fig. 3.4 c). The CH2 asymmetric mode highly depends on local hydrogen bond environments, and its 

orientation relies on whether the basis sets and methods used in the calculation can properly model hydrogen 

bonding, which is out of the scope of this work. However, because the CH2 peak always has an opposite 

sign of that of the CH peak, it indicates the CH2 asymmetric mode has stable orientations due to hydrogen-

bonding networks and always points in the opposite direction of the CH vibrational mode. A more detailed 

structure study of the molecular self-assembly will be reported in the future. 

 

The ability to distinguish domains in HD VSFG microscopy is not possible with heterodyne VSFG 

spectroscopy or homodyne VSFG microscopy. First, to show the difference between HD and homodyne 

VSFG microscope images, we calculate the homodyne VSFG spectra by taking the absolute square value 

of HD VSFG spectra. Then, we use the same spectral pattern recognition code to analyze this homodyne 

VSFG image. We found all domains are sorted into the same type (Fig. 3.4 d), because the phase information 

is lost in homodyne signals. Second, to see how spectra of this self-assembly would look in an HD VSFG 

spectrometer that measures areas with diameters of 50 to 100 μm, we sum all heterodyne VSFG spectra 

inside of the cyan squared area (60 × 60 μm2). The summed spectrum (cyan) in Figure 3.4 b appears to have 

a negligible spectral intensity compared to a VSFG spectrum from a single pixel in the HD VSFG image 

(Fig. 3.4 a). This is because spectra with different phases destructively interfere with each other in the cyan 
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square. If the ensembleaveraged HD SFG spectrum is used to study structure of this self-assembly, a 

conclusion that no head-to-tail self-assembly exists in this sample could be made, but would be misleading. 

Thus, the HD VSFG microscope is an essential tool to reveal spatial inhomogeneity, deconvolve ensemble-

averaged spectra, and resolve spectral phase to determine molecular conformations. 

 

3.5 Conclusion, future possible improvement, and perspective 

In conclusion, we report a new design of HD VSFG microscope that shows a 9-fold improvement 

in phase stability. This increase in stability greatly enhances the fidelity of spectral phase extracted from 

the scanning microscope. In addition, LO is intrinsically collinearly aligned with the VSFG signal, which 

ensures a heterodyne signal of excellent quality and makes spectrometer alignment simple. To further take 

advantage of the richness of VSFG spectral information, we implemented a spectral pattern recognition 

code. We used the microscope and code to investigate molecule self-assembly samples and identified two 

molecular domains with opposite molecular orientation. The simplicity of alignments and stability of 

spectral phase of this new HD VSFG microscope lay the technical foundation for unraveling comprehensive 

molecular spectral knowledge and opening new avenues for studying indepth molecular physics of 

molecular interfaces and domains in environmental surfaces, (113, 114) heterojunction materials, (115) 

biological systems, (100, 116) and surface catalysts. (101, 117) The design can also be modified and 

developed into a wide field illuminated HD-VSFG microscope in combination with compressive sensing 

to increase data acquisition speed. (51) 

However, even if the GVD/TOD is negligible in this experiment, it is only the case for relatively 

narrow band IR. For example, the IR bandwidth is about 80 cm-1 in our experiment. However, GVD/TOD 
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would become much larger for wider IR bandwidth. If the IR frequency coverage becomes 5 times larger, 

the GVD would become 25 times bigger while TOD would become 125 times larger.  

For example, in the simulation, the bandwidth is only 80 cm-1 and the GVD is calculated to be 

negligible. However, if a broad band IR is used, the GVD could be much larger. In our broad band IR VSFG 

experiment, the bandwidth is about 800 cm-1. Therefore, the GVD would be 100 times larger than that of 

80 cm-1, and the GVD is no longer negligible. 

Chapter 3, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in ACS Photonics, 2017. Haoyuan Wang; 

Tian Gao; Wei Xiong. American Chemistry Society, 2017. The dissertation author was the primary 

investigator and author of this paper. 

 

Figure 3.5. (Right) If the IR is relatively narrow band, the GVD is negligible. However, if the IR 

bandwidth becomes broader (Left), the GVD would increase nonlinearly. This is why such heterodyne-

detection technique works for 80 cm-1 bandwidth IR in this scenario but cannot work for even broader 

bandwidth. 
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Chapter 4  

 

Local Ordering of Lattice Self-Assembled SDS@2β-CD 

Materials and Adsorbed Water Revealed by Vibrational Sum 

Frequency Generation Microscope 

 

In order to study the interactions between self-assemblies and water, we extended the IR coverage 

to OH stretching modes. A KTA crystal was used to generate IR at this region, and the total output is from 

2700-3500 cm-1 with 7 μJ, in which 0.5 μJ was used for static VSFG microscopy. 

We observed some VSFG peaks in the OH region, and there is inhomogeneity in the VSFG map 

(Fig. 4.1). Furthermore, we also found all the spectra are qualitatively similar but quantitively different for 

each domain. In this thesis, I will first discuss the origin of the VSFG signal in the self-assembly system. 

After that, I will make peak assignment based on Voigt spectral fitting result. In the end, I will discuss the 

spatial inhomogeneity. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) VSFG image for OH region of molecular self-assembly. (b) Spectra of different 

positions in domain A look similar. (c) Individual spectrum of each domain with spectral fitting. (d) 

Individual component of each domain and (e) zoomed-in spectrum for OH region. All spectra have been 

normalized to their own maximum and have been offset vertically for better visualization. 

 

4.1 Details about spectral fitting 

VSFG spectral fitting is done by Matlab code provided by Paul Cremer’s group with minor 

modification.(118, 119) The code uses a Voigt profile, which is the convolution between Lorentzian and 

gaussian profile, to fit the spectra. For each individual peak, a Lorentzian profile of specified width is 

generated first (2 cm-1 for CH peak and 5 cm-1 for OH peak) (119); later these Lorentzian profiles are 

convoluted with a Gaussian profile to generate a Voigt profile. A non-resonant background constant is also 

considered, and all these profiles are summed to calculate the absolute square to fit the spectra. After each 
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iteration, the output result of previous iteration is chosen to be the input for the next iteration, and iteration 

continues until the fitting results converge. 

𝐼(𝜔𝐼𝑅) ∝ |𝜒𝑁𝑅
(2)

𝑒𝑖𝜓 + ∑ ∫
𝐴𝜈𝑒𝑖𝜓𝜈

𝜔𝐼𝑅−𝜔𝐿+𝑖Γ𝐿,𝑣
∗ 𝑒

−(
𝜔𝐿−𝜔𝜈

Γ𝜈
)2

d𝜔𝐿𝜈 |2    eq.9 

Where 𝐼  is intensity; 𝜒𝑁𝑅
(2)

  and 𝜓  are the second order susceptibility and phase of the non-

resonant background; 𝐴𝜈 , 𝜔𝑣 ,  Γ𝑣 , Γ𝐿,𝑣 ,  𝜓𝜈  are the amplitude, center resonant frequency, gaussian 

linewidth (due to inhomogeneous broadening), and individual Lorentzian linewidth (due to homogeneous 

broadening) and phase (either be 0 or π) of vibrational mode 𝑣, respectively, where  𝜔𝐿 is the center 

frequency of each individual Lorentzian.  

 

4.2 Origin of VSFG signal of SDS@2β-CD Self-Assembly Sheets 

It is important to understand the origin of these VSFG peaks, because the VSFG signal is not from 

air/water interfaces, or any general plane interfaces, but from well-ordered lattice self-assembled materials. 

The key reason this material is VSFG active arises from its chirality and lack of inversion symmetry. A 

VSFG signal only exists in ordered, non-centrosymmetric systems,(120) such as interfaces. Because there 

are multiple layers in each sheet, the detected VSFG signal is clearly not from a monolayer interface. Instead, 

the source of broken symmetry comes from the chiral β-CD and SDS@2β-CD self-assembled sheets. We 

note there is no CH VSFG signal from SDS, as confirmed from no VSFG signal change upon deuterating 

SDS in the samples in Chapter 3.(15)  

β-CD molecule has C7 symmetry, and based on molecular dynamics simulation(121) and 

experiment results(105), two β-CD molecules stack together head-to-head to form a “channel” type 

structure in the SDS@2β-CD supramolecule. Based on X-ray crystallography results (Fig. 4.2), the two β-
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CD molecules would not form an eclipsed geometry, (i.e., the two C7 β-CD molecules do not overlap 

entirely on each other when viewing from z axis), in order to form more hydrogen bonds. Thus, they do not 

have a C2 axis perpendicular to C7 axis, nor along C7(z axis, Fig. 4.2); what is more, β-CD is a chiral 

molecule and does not have mirror plane in the xy plane. The lack of an xy mirror plane and C2 along z axis 

results in lack of inversion center, i. Therefore, the overall symmetry of self-assembled SDS@2β-CD 

supramolecule is only C7, without C2 and i. As a result, second order optical susceptibilities, 𝛽𝑧𝑧𝑧, 𝛽𝑥𝑥𝑧 =

𝛽𝑦𝑦𝑧, 𝛽𝑥𝑧𝑥 = 𝛽𝑦𝑧𝑦 = 𝛽𝑧𝑥𝑥 = 𝛽𝑧𝑦𝑦, 𝛽𝑥𝑧𝑦 = 𝛽𝑧𝑥𝑦 = −𝛽𝑦𝑧𝑥 = −𝛽𝑧𝑦𝑥, are non-zero.(122)  

 

 
Figure 4.2. (a) β-CD dimer structure obtained through single crystal X-ray diffraction. All the 

hydrogen atoms have been hidden for better visualization. From the dimer structure, we can see that the 

two β-CD molecules are not in the eclipsed geometry. (b) After rotating the dimer by π at x axis, the 

rotated structure does not have the same framework as the original structure. (c)  After rotating the dimer 

by π at y axis, the rotated structure still does not have the same framework. (d) After rotating the dimer by 

2π/7 at z axis, the skeleton of rotated structure has the same framework as the original structure. The 

results above indicate the dimer does not have C2 axis. 
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The chiral dimer self-assembles into layers of sheets. Based on our previous study(20) and optical 

images, sheets were observed to assume a parallelogram shape with an angle of 104°. This angle has been 

assigned as the exact angle for 7-fold symmetry in β-CD, which maximizes direct hydrogen bonds.(20) 

Because the formed sheet has C2 symmetry about z axis while the supramolecule has C7 symmetry, only C1 

symmetry remains with the combination of these two (Figure. 4.3 a). This C1 symmetry leads to a striking 

result: different from interfaces with C∞ symmetry, which have 11 non-zero second order optical 

susceptibilities, a C1 symmetry system can have any second order susceptibilities to be non-zero, including 

𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥 (the corresponding equation is summarized in eq.10). The net result is that there should be SFG signal 

under SSS polarization, which does not exist in any C∞ symmetry systems. Based on eq.10, we also note 

that it is important for the SDS@2β-CD supramolecule to have a non-zero tilt angle (θ) to generate SSS 

polarization signal. 

 

𝜒𝑆𝑆𝑆
(2)

= 𝐿𝑥𝑥(𝜔SFG)𝐿𝑥𝑥(𝜔VIS)𝐿𝑥𝑥(𝜔IR)𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥, 

𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑁
∝ 𝛽𝑧𝑧𝑧 · (sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙)3 + 

𝛽𝑥𝑥𝑧 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙)2 · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑦𝑦𝑧 · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙)2 · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑥𝑧𝑥 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙)2 · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑦𝑧𝑦 · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙)2 · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑧𝑥𝑥 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙)2 · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑧𝑦𝑦 · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙)2 · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑥𝑧𝑦 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 
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𝛽𝑧𝑥𝑦 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑦𝑧𝑥 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 + 

𝛽𝑧𝑦𝑥 · (− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜙 + cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · (− cos 𝜓 sin 𝜙 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜙) · sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 

= 𝛽𝑧𝑧𝑧 · sin3 𝜃 cos3 𝜙 + 𝛽𝑥𝑥𝑧 · (sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 − sin3 𝜃 cos3 𝜙) + 

2𝛽𝑥𝑧𝑥 · (sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 − sin3 𝜃 cos3 𝜙)         eq.10 

 

In Figure 4.3 c, we found strong SSS polarization signal from SDS@2β-CD sheets, including both 

CH and OH spectral region, agreeing with the conclusion from the symmetry consideration. The existence 

of this SSS polarization signal indicates anisotropy in this sample, which comes from the highly coordinated 

ordering in the self-assembling sheets. If the supramolecules are randomly arranged in the sheets, the sheets 

could have C2 symmetry and will not have any SSS polarization signal. 

To further test this statement, we studied SDS@2γ-CD self-assembled sheets. γ-CD is from the 

same family as β-CD, the only difference is that there are 8 D-glucopyranosyl residues in γ-CD, and thus 

SDS@2γ-CD supramolecule have C8 symmetry. The self-assembled SDS@2γ-CD sheets are square shape 

with C4 symmetry(20), so C4 is the overall symmetry of these sheets. Under C4 symmetry, 𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥 does not 

exist, and therefore SSS polarization SFG signal would not be observed. No SSS polarization signal was 

detected for SDS@2γ-CD, while strong PPS/PSP/SPP signals were found. Therefore, to conclude this 

section, we can confirm that the strong SSS signal, along with other chiral SFG signals, such as PPS, 

indicate the signal comes from the overall C1 symmetry of SDS@2β-CD and the chirality of β-CD. 

Otherwise, there should be only achiral SFG signals(59).   
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Figure 4.3. Schematic showing (a) when C7 symmetry molecules assemble into C2 symmetry 

parallelogram, the overall symmetry could only be C1; (b) while when C8 symmetry molecules assemble 

into C4 symmetry square, the overall symmetry at least has C2 axis. SSS, PPP and PPS polarization VSFG 

spectra of (c) SDS@2β-CD and (d) SDS@2γ-CD self-assembling sheets. 

 

4.3 Multiple OH peaks originated from β-CD and adsorbed water 

After understanding the origins of VSFG signals, we turn our attention to the spectral assignments 

of the complicated VSFG spectra. We first used Voigt profile to fit the VSFG spectra and found for all 

VSFG spectra taken at various spatial points, there are always three dominating peaks in the 2800 to 3000 

cm-1 range, corresponding to the CH resonances, in addition to three peaks from 3000 to 3600 cm-1 

corresponding to the OH bands. (Fig. 4.1 b and c) Those three OH peaks are at ~3050, ~3280 and ~3400 

cm-1, respectively.  

To further assign the OH peaks, we first conducted FTIR measurements at different RH conditions. 

Because FTIR is sensitive to the concentration of molecular vibrational modes but not symmetry (therefore 

self-assembly ordering and structures), the interpretation of FTIR results are more straightforward than 
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VSFG. We fitted the FTIR OH spectra under different RH conditions with five gaussian peaks. (Fig. 4.4 a) 

The peak positions for these five peaks are at 3100, 3270, 3390, 3480 and 3570 cm-1, respectively. The peak 

intensity variation as a function of RH is summarized in Table 4.1. Based on literature (123), the 3390 cm-

1 peak is assigned to be the primary OH of β-cyclodextrin, which also agrees with the fact that its intensity 

remains nearly the same after reducing RH. The primary OH is expected to only form a weak hydrogen 

bond (HB) due to large orientation freedom, which results in the highest vibrational frequency. The 3480 

and 3570 cm-1 peaks are assigned to be loosely bound water, both of whose intensities reduce dramatically 

as RH decrease. The 3100 and 3270 cm-1 peaks reduce nearly the same amount, indicating that they both 

are strongly dependent on the water in the self-assembly materials. The 3100 and 3270 cm-1 peaks have 

been assigned to strongly, hydrogen-bonded water and secondary OH of β-cyclodextrin, respectively, by 

literature.(123) Based on our result, because both modes are highly dependent on RH, they should be highly 

delocalized, e.g., hybrid vibrations between OHs of hydrogen-bonded water and secondary OHs, where the 

3100 cm-1 peak contains more contribution from water OH and 3270 cm-1 peak has more secondary OH of 

β-CD character.(124) The secondary OHs are on the internal rims of the complex and form HBs with each 

other and with surrounding water, resulting in a redshift relative to primary OH peaks.  
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Figure 4.4. (a) The FTIR signal of SDS@2β-CD sample at RH=25% and fitting results with 5 

gaussian peaks. Based on literatures and RH dependent FTIR experiment, these five components are 

assigned to be strongly-hydrogen-bonded water, secondary OH of β-cyclodextrin, primary OH of β-

cyclodextrin, interstitial water and cavity water respectively. (b) Integrated VSFG spectra of different 

spectral regions, and the integrated intensity has been normalized by the CH region intensity to alleviate 

laser intensity fluctuation. (c) VSFG spectra fitting under different purging time in (b); (d) individual 

fitting component in (c). (e) VSFG spectra fitting of another position under ambient condition and with 

D2O purging; (f) individual fitting component in (e). 

 

Table 4.1. Individual peak intensity under different RH 

 RH = 25% RH = 1% RH = 0% 

Component 1 (~3100 cm-1) 0.036 0.018 0.017 

Component 2 (~3270 cm-1) 0.18 0.11 0.10 

Component 3 (~3390 cm-1) 0.087 0.086 0.078 

Component 4 (~3480 cm-1) 0.081 0.032 0.018 

Component 5 (~3570 cm-1) 0.033 0.012 0.005 
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We note that the strongly bound water, primary and secondary OH modes from β-CD also appears 

in VSFG spectra (see fitting results from Figs. 4.1 and 4.4 d and f). To further confirm the peak assignments 

in VSFG, we purged the sample with dry air and collected VSFG spectra every 20 s to track the dehydration 

dynamics. We integrated VSFG signals of the strongly bounded water and secondary OH regions. The 

strongly bound water (3020-3115 cm-1) spectral region signal intensity continues decreases as the RH 

decreases, while the (3200-3335 cm-1) spectral region signal intensity remains nearly constant during the 

first 1000 s and decreases only modestly afterwards (Fig. 4.4 b). From the spectral fitting results, the peak 

at ~3050 cm-1 disappears after 1700 s while the peak at ~3280 cm-1 persists at RH ~10% (Fig. 4.4 c and d). 

These results all support the assignment that the peak at 3020-3115 cm-1 has a dominant contribution from 

the OH in water, whereas the 3200-3335 cm-1 spectral feature also have some water OH contributions. This 

~3050 cm-1 peak indicates that the strongly bound water forms strong HB networks among each other and 

the secondary OHs of neighboring β-CD, an added “adhesion force” between β-CDs. It is also noticeable 

that the ratio between secondary and primary OHs becomes larger, as dehydration occurs, which could be 

used as an indicator of hydration level of the self-assembly. We note if the samples are further dehydrated, 

the VSFG spectra would change dramatically indicating self-assembly structural changes, which we will 

report in a separate publication. To ensure that the spectral change we observed in Fig 4.4 c and d is because 

of losing of H2O, instead of structural change, we further performed additional experiments of D2O/H2O 

exchange. Upon purging with D2O, the strongly bound water peak disappears first, while the secondary OH 

peak remain intact at that time (Fig. 4.4 e and f). Because the sample is kept at constant RH during D2O/H2O 

exchange, the D2O/H2O exchange experiments rule out the possibility that the spectral change are due to 

self-assembly structural change induced by dehydration.  
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The fact that OH band of water in SDS@2β-CD is VSFG active is very intriguing.  If the water 

molecules are loosely bound, like bulk liquids, they are expected to be isotropic and, therefore, not VSFG 

active. On the other hand, a broad VSFG peak of water OHs indicates that interactions between β-CD and 

nearby water molecules are strong enough that these water molecules are templated by β-CD through HB 

networks. As a result, these water molecules adopt the symmetry of SDS@2β-CD, and becomes VSFG 

active. Additional evidence to support this conclusion is observed in polarization dependent VSFG analysis. 

A clear peak around 3050 cm-1 can be seen in the SSS polarization VSFG spectra, which agrees with the 

previous statement that adsorbed water adopt the overall symmetry of the sheets. We note this observation 

also agrees with recent studies showing that water networks can adopt chirality from proteins and segments 

of DNA.(125) 

Our conclusion of strong interaction between water and host molecules agrees with existing studies. 

(126–130) Pioneering works in water dynamics of reversed micelles done by the Fayer, Skinner, Thompson 

and Pschenichnikov groups have shown that water HB network dynamics are highly dependent on the size 

of the reversed micelles, where the dynamics of water near the surfactants are significantly slowed down 

due to water-surfactant interactions.(126–128) Thus, our observation is just another manifestation of strong 

interactions between water and host molecules in the lattice assembly materials. Because these bounded 

water only adsorb at the interfaces between self-assembly and water or between components of self-

assemblies, the presented work extends the capability of VSFG from studying water at flat surfaces, to 

rugged interfaces of self-assembly materials – areas where water could play critical role in the structures or 

functions of the self-assemblies.  
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4.4 Spatially VSFG Heterogeneity Reveal Local Hydration Level 

We now focus back on what information is obtained from the spatial heterogeneity revealed by 

spatially resolved VSFG hyperspectral imaging in Fig. 4.1. In the optical image (Fig. 4.1 a), tens-of-micron 

sized domains with strong VSFG signals can be identified, each of which represents individual self-

assembled sheets. We found that within each domain, spectra at different spatial points are alike, whereas 

spectra from different domains are qualitatively similar but quantitatively different, i.e., they all contain the 

same spectral components, but the intensity of these components are different in various spectra (Fig. 4.1 

c, d and e). Based on OH features from the fitting results, the spectra can be grouped into two categories: 

one with weak secondary OH peaks relative to the primary OH peaks (A, B, C, F, H, I, J), and one with 

strong secondary OH peaks relative to the primary OH features (D, E, G, K). These results agree with our 

previous heterodyned VSFG microscope study of the CH vibrational modes: the self-assembled materials 

are templated and ordered within each self-assembly domain, which is the reason for strong VSFG 

signals.(15) However, on the ensemble-averaged level, these sheets together appear disordered, with 

uncoordinated alignments.  

We attribute the spatially heterogeneous spectra to the variation of hydration level among different 

sheets. During the dehydration experiment (Fig. 4.4 c and d), the intensity ratio between secondary and 

primary OH peak of β-CD increases as the sample is partially dehydrated.  

However, our later study shows the intensity ratio between secondary and primary OH(OD) peaks 

are not monotonously dependent on RH (39). When RH increases from 25% to 45%, the secondary/primary 

OH ratios decreases; when RH further increases from 45% to 65%, the secondary/primary ratio increases 

instead. Therefore, there could be multiple phase changes accompanying the RH changes, which is subject 
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to future study. In summary, different secondary/primary ratios only indicate different hydration level of 

the domain, but do not offer enough information to quantify the local hydration level.  

 

Figure 4.5. VSFG spectra of self-assembly sheets at RH=25%, 45% and 65% 

 

Therefore, the intensity ratio between secondary and primary OH of β-CD could be indicative of 

local hydration level. The domains with larger secondary OH peaks (D, E, G, K) and domains with smaller 

secondary OH peaks (A, B, C, F, H, I, J) have different hydration level. 

Chapter 4, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 

2019. Haoyuan Wang; Wenfan Chen; Jackson Wagner; Wei Xiong. American Chemistry Society, 2019. The 

dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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Chapter 5  

 

Spatial Dependent H-bond Dynamics at Interfaces of 

Water/Biomimetic Self-Assembled Lattice Materials 

 

5.1 Hydrogen bond dynamics 

Hydrogen bond (H-bond) interaction is one of the key forces in self-assembled soft materials, which 

is a main avenue of research in synthetic biology. (3, 131–133) This field, known as biomimetics, seeks to 

create artificial organisms and includes two types of self-assemblies. (20, 134) The first, comprised of soft, 

fluidic membrane-like lipid assemblies, has been well-studied (135–137), whereas the second, rigid, 

crystalline lattice self-assemblies to mimic proteins, has not been investigated extensively using synthetic 

or non-peptide molecules. (131, 138, 139) This slow development is because delicate H-bond interaction is 

necessary to balance electrostatic interactions, which play critical roles in making synthetic lattice self-

assemblies resemble not only the morphology but also the behavior of their biological analog in terms of 

flexibility, crystallinity, and chemical functionality. Recent reports discussed lattice self-assemblies formed 

from sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and β-cyclodextrin (β-CD), referred to hereafter as SDS@2β-CD, and 

showed that they satisfy the criteria to mimic protein lattice self-assemblies (20, 105, 140). The authors 

proposed H-bonding as a key component of the strong, directional in-plane attraction force involved in 

maintaining 2D crystallinity. (105) Other works also demonstrated the influence of H-bond on self-healing, 
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proton transfer, and hydration of biomimetic materials. (141–144) For example, H-bonded water was 

reported to influence morphology (145) and adopt the symmetry of the self-assembly (146). To determine 

the principles for the better design of lattice self-assemblies, we focused on understanding the H-bond 

dynamics between water and self-assembled materials. 

The proposed role of H-bond in SDS@2β-CD is in line with the strong H-bond interactions existing 

between water and host molecules in many materials and biological systems, which are critical in 

determining structures, dynamics, and functions of the hosts and the hydration layers. (126, 147, 148) For 

example, pioneering work on the water dynamics of reversed micelles performed by the Fayer, Skinner, 

Thompson, and Pschenichnikov groups have shown that water H-bonding network dynamics are highly 

dependent on the size of the reversed micelles, where the dynamics of water near the surfactants are 

significantly reduced due to water-surfactant interactions. (126, 147, 148) Petersen and co-workers also 

demonstrated that strong binding interactions allow water to adopt the local chirality of DNA. (125) Similar 

templating phenomena have been observed by Yan et al. in peptides. (149)  

Although H-bonds have been studied in the systems mentioned above, H-bond interactions in the 

SDS@2β-CD system are exciting in their own right, because they are critical to the unique features of the 

self-assembled systems. (150) First, H-bonds and electrostatic repulsion are the only driving forces behind 

the self-assemblies composed of non-amphiphilic building blocks (105). Second, these interactions allow 

the organic components to self-assemble into a variety of morphologies, each of which possesses a 

biological analog with different levels of crystallinity, making it an ideal model system for synthetic biology 

applications. (20)  
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Despite its importance, H-bonding in the SDS@2β-CD self-assembly remains understudied. Based 

on the known structure of the self-assembly (20), there are six secondary OH molecules in each β-CD that 

cannot form H-bonds directly with OHs of adjacent β-CDs in the same layer, due to the far distance between 

them. A thermal analysis further indicated that there are, on average, 4.5 to 7 water molecules that form 

strong H-bonds with one β-CD (Chapter 5.10, Figure. 23), which agrees with previous studies. (151–155) 

Furthermore, our previous VSFG study (146), XRD and AFM-IR results (Figure. 13) all suggest that there 

could be heterogeneity of strongly bound water distribution in the self-assembly. Thus, the existing 

knowledge of strongly bound water in SDS@2β-CD begs further investigation to answer critical open 

questions, including What proof is there of the H-bond interactions between β-CD and water molecules? 

What is the difference between the H-bond dynamics of water in the self-assemblies and that of pure water, 

and how are strongly bound water molecules distributed in each self-assembly?   
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Figure 5.1. (a) AFM-IR measurements at three different domains. The ratios between ~3100 cm-1 

and ~3350 cm-1 are different, suggesting different local strongly bound water concentration at these 

domains. (b) XRD results of lyophilized SDS@2β-CD sheets and β-CD powder. If we assume the 

broadening of SDS@2β-CD sheets XRD are purely from particle size, the particle size of self-assembly 

sheets is calculated to be 18-35 nm, which is much smaller than any dimension measured by AFM (146). 

Therefore, other broadening effects, such as heterogeneity, must contribute to the broadening of XRD 

peaks. 

 

To answer these questions, we investigated H-bond interactions and dynamics at the water/self-

assembly interfaces at the individual domain level (~1 μm) by developing the first spatially-resolved 

infrared (IR) pump vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG) probe microscope, which combines state-

of-the-art VSFG microscopy (16, 25, 27, 49, 55, 95, 156) with pump-probe VSFG spectroscopy. (70, 75, 

157–160) We found that relaxation dynamics are different between primary and secondary OHs of β-CD, 

indicating distinct H-bond environments of these OHs despite their angstrom scale proximity. Furthermore, 
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we observed H-bond dynamics between strongly bound water molecules and secondary OHs of β-CD, 

which followed a four-level-model dynamic. The relaxation dynamics of weakened water H-bond 

relaxation show characteristics of Förster energy transfer. (161) These dynamics of various domains range 

from 410 fs to 960 fs, which are longer than their counterparts of bulk water (<100 fs). (162, 163) Based 

on Förster energy transfer mechanism, we estimate the number of strongly bound water molecules per β-

CD, thereby calculating the local hydration level in each domain. The local hydration levels in self-

assembly sheets are different between domains but uniform within domains. Such a detailed understanding 

of the H-bonded water and its dynamics in this system opens doors for future materials engineering and 

applications of biomimetic self-assemblies. 

 

5.2 Pump-probe technique 

In the pump probe (transient) VSFG, an intense IR pump first interacts with the sample and excites 

the vibrational modes from ground state to vibrational state. After a certain time delay, the difference spectra 

with and without pump are measured (75, 164). Because some portions of the molecules are excited to first 

excited state by the pump, the excitation from 𝜈 = 0 to 𝜈 = 1 in SFG process is reduced, which gives 

rise to the ground state bleach (GSB) signal. On the other hand, since some molecules are at first excited 

state, there is 𝜈 = 1 to 𝜈 = 2 in SFG process, which gives rise to the excited state absorption (ESA) 

signal. However, the ESA signal will be very small in homodyne detection due to the absolute square nature 

(164). 
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5.3 Dynamics of OHs of β-CD 

When water is strongly bounded to self-assembled materials, there are two possible changes to 

water dynamics. First, the templated water network H-bond dynamics could be different from bulk water, 

which is known to have fast energy dissipation. (165) Second, heterogeneity in the self-assembly host 

materials could ultimately lead to spatial heterogeneity in H-bond dynamics at water/SDS@2β-CD 

interfaces. To examine whether such changes exist, we carried out spatially resolved ultrafast measurements. 

When excited by IR pulses, three distinct transient features are observed in the OH spectral regime. 

As shown in Figure 5.3, the two higher frequency features are related to OHs of β-CD, which we will 

discuss first. In Fig. 5.3 a and c, we plot the two most representative pump-probe dynamics of the OH 

spectral features (from domains A and E of Figure 5.2 a), with the dynamics of the remaining domains in 

Fig. 5.3 a summarized in Chapter 5.7. The primary OH peak is bleached, shown as negative dynamics at 

3350 cm-1 in Figs. 5.3 a and c, and it lasts longer than 1.8 ps – the longest time delay scanned. The negative 

bleach dynamic is caused by removing the primary OH population from the ground vibrational states. Since 

the bleach dynamics for the primary OH of all domains exhibit long lifetimes (see Chapter 5.7), it indicates 

that the primary OH for all sheets experiences similar isolated or weak/no H-bond environments, leading 

to slow energy relaxation. (166)  

Secondly, in some spots, the secondary OH peak near 3280 cm-1 also has a short-lived bleach 

dynamic (Fig. 5.3 c) with a lifetime of 280–400 fs. The fast decay dynamics suggest that secondary OH can 

quickly dissipate its energy into the environment, agreeing with its H-bonded nature. However, the intensity 

and existence of the secondary OH dynamics vary significantly from spot to spot (see Fig. 5.2 a and Chapter 
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5.7). This variation is likely correlated to the intensities of the secondary OH static VSFG peak. For example, 

domains A/B/C/K do not have the bleached secondary OH dynamics, and in the static VSFG spectra, the 

secondary OH signals in these domains are small as well.  

 

Figure 5.2. (a) VSFG intensity image (PPP polarization) for the OH region of molecular self-

assembled micron sheets. The hygrometer next to each domain represents the relative hydration level 

determined in table 5.1. (b) A representative VSFG spectrum from domain E and its spectral fitting 

reveals that there are three CH peaks and three OH peaks, which correspond to strongly bound water, 

secondary and primary OH from β-cyclodextrin, respectively. (c) Individual zoomed-in spectra for OH 

region. All spectra have been normalized to their maximum and have been offset vertically for better 

visualization. 

 

The drastically different dynamics of primary and secondary OHs indicate distinct local 
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environments. Comparing to the secondary OHs, the primary OHs are at the narrower rim of β-CDs, and 

therefore the distances between primary OHs from adjacent β-CDs are much larger. This distance difference 

could make the formation of primary OHs-water bridges less likely. Also, assuming their distance is 

approximately the depth of β-cyclodextrin, then the primary and secondary OHs are separated by about 0.8 

nm, which highlights the proximity of this ordering. This contrast suggests that upon self-assembling, the 

hydrogen-bond network is so ordered that water is templated precisely near secondary OHs of β-

cyclodextrin. Thus, despite the proximity of the two OH groups, they could have very different local 

environments, which, from a biochemical perspective, could enhance proton transfer and be necessary for 

functions of natural and artificial biological systems and influence membrane dipole potentials. (167)   
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Figure 5.3. Two representative types of vibrational dynamics. (a) Domain A has long-lasting 

bleach dynamics for primary OH from β-cyclodextrin and has a positive signal for water OH, which 

shows a monotonical decay (as shown in (b)). (c) Domain E has long-lasting bleach dynamics for primary 

OH from β-cyclodextrin, a short-lived bleach dynamic for secondary OH from β-cyclodextrin, and a 

positive signal for water OH in a delayed fashion (as shown in (d)). (b) and (d) are the integrated signal 

for the strongly bound water OH frequency region near 3150 cm-1. 

 

5.4 Dynamics of H-bond weakening and restoration 

Finally, we focus on the positive transient peak at ~3150cm-1, which is associated with the OH 

feature of strongly bound water. There are two interesting features worth noting about this dynamic. First, 

the dynamic signal is positive, and, second, the peak center blueshifts from ~3050 cm-1 (obtained from static 

VSFG measurements) to ~3150 cm-1. The nature of the positive peak is realized by a narrow-band IR pump 

VSFG probe, using IR filters to pump different OH modes selectively. By selectively pumping the primary 

OH mode (Filter 3), no pump-probe dynamics are observed while, when all modes except the primary OH 

are pumped (Filter 1), similar dynamics are observed near ~3150cm-1. These results conclude that the 
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positive dynamics are not related to the primary OH. In addition, when all modes except the primary and 

secondary OH are pumped (Filter 2), a small positive dynamic is observed. These experiments, summarized 

in Fig. 16, indicate that the positive dynamics can be attributed to the excitation of the secondary OH, while 

similar but weaker intensity dynamics are observed when pumping strongly bound water. (The possibility 

of overtone peaks of secondary OH and interferences are also examined and excluded. (See Chapter 5.9).  

 

Figure 5.4. (a) Spectral coverage of the three filters in the narrow-band pump VSFG probe 

experiment. (b) Dynamic traces of the strongly bound water peak with different selective filters from the 

same spatial point. The pump power intensity variation is considered, and all the dynamics’ intensities are 

normalized to the one without any filter. Filter 1 dynamics are nearly the same as the dynamics without 

any filter, while Filter 3 does not show any signal. Filter 2 shows a weak positive dynamic. 

 

Since the positive dynamic peak at ~3150 cm-1 is blueshifted relative to the strongly bound water 

OH peak at ~3050 cm-1, we can assign it to a weakening of the H-bond between water and the secondary 

OH of SDS@2β-CD. This assignment agrees with the fact that both peaks have mixed origins from water 

and the secondary OH. Therefore, when either or both modes are pumped, H-bond weakening is observed. 

We note the blueshift should also generate a transient negative signal appearing at 3050 cm-1, which is very 

small due to the pseudo-heterodyne detection (see Chapter 5.5).    

We performed a spatially resolved transient VSFG experiment on deuterated SDS@2β-CD to 

further understand the mechanism behind the positive dynamics seen at ~3150 cm-1. The results (Fig. 5.5) 
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agree with the OH dynamics (Fig. 5.3). The transient features of the deuterated samples match well with 

the non-deuterated sample, with the negative peak at ~2540cm-1 corresponding to the primary OH of 

SDS@2β-CD, which has a long lifetime, and the positive peak at 2400 cm-1 corresponding to the 

weakening/fluctuation of the H-bond, which shows a relatively short-lived dynamic. Only domain OD1 has 

a short-lived bleach dynamic of secondary OH – consistent with the observation for the non-deuterated 

samples. 

A quantitative comparison between the deuterated and non-deuterated system can help elucidate 

the nature of the H-bond weakening and recovery dynamics. All positive H-bond dynamics measured at 

different spatial domains were fitted and are summarized in Table 5.2 (see Chapter 5.7 for full lifetimes). 

Statistically, we found that deuteration does not affect the weakening dynamics significantly (rising 

dynamics, t1), while deuteration drastically slows the relaxation dynamics. In the H-bond dynamics of water 

systems, fast dynamics within 150 fs are attributed to H-bond fluctuations through hindered translation 

motions, e.g., increase of O-O bond distance. (168–171) The fact that the H-bond weakening dynamic seen 

here is insensitive to deuteration implies that a similar O-O bond elongation mechanism could be 

responsible for the H-bond weakening.  

In contrast, deuteration slows the relaxation dynamics by about twice. Such an effect suggests that 

the relaxation involves Förster energy transfer, which exists in water systems where OH modes of water 

are closely overlapped. (162, 172) The energy transfer rate was also determined to be about 2.3 times more 

efficient for the OH band than the OD band due to the difference in transition dipole moments (173), which 

agrees with our experimental observation as well. Contributions from other dynamics, i.e., wobbling-in-a-

cone and energy transfer to CH modes, are excluded (see Chapter 5.9 for details).  
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Figure 5.5. (a), (c), and (e): Dynamics traces from the deuterated SDS@2β-CD sample in the OD 

region. Y-axis on the right is the rescaled frequency using a ratio of 0.755, slightly different from the ratio 

in the gas phase (0.742) due to anharmonicity. (b), (d) and (f): integrated positive dynamics signal from 

the corresponding dynamics trace. 
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Table 5.1. The dynamic lifetimes fitted by a bi-exponential model: t2 is H-bond relaxation 

lifetime, from which we calculated relative hydration level (details in Chapter 5.6) 

Domain t1 / fs Apparent 

t2 / fs 

Corrected 

t2 / fs 

Relative 

hydration level 

OH dynamics   

A NA 832±81 708±45 2.64 

B NA 456±25 468±18 4.04 

C 141±31 770±67 958±74 2.14 

D 48±8 359±64 410±66 5.11 

E 68±9 594±98 659±92 2.76 

G 40±10 408±69 452±65 4.35 

I NA 562±40 542±27 3.26 

K 91±3 730±16 827±16 2.38 

OD dynamics   

OD1 70±4 1640±530 1358±291 2.94 

OD2 150±4 1270±470 1375±347 2.92 

OD3 106±4 690±28 820±29 5.67 

 

Combining all experimental observations, we adopt the existing four-level model (159) developed 

for ultrafast water vibrational dynamics to describe the H-bond vibrational dynamics at water/SDS@2β-

CD interfaces (Fig. 5.6): The IR pulse first excites the secondary OH of β-CD or OH groups of strongly 

bound water. OH then transfers its energy to the surrounding H-bond network, resulting in an H-bond 

elongation coupled with a reduction in bond strength. The weakened H-bond is restored to its original 
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strength by transferring additional energy to its surroundings through Förster resonant energy transfer 

processes. We further simulate the spectral dynamics based on the four-level model (see Chapter 5.5). The 

simulated dynamics of the positive signal at ~2400 cm-1 (Fig. 5.7) match well with experimental results, 

validating the four-level model to describe the H-bond dynamics in this system.  

 

Figure 5.6.  The four-level model that describes the OD (OH) dynamics in self-assembly. 

 

Despite the fact that H-bond dynamics manifest as 2D spectral dynamics, we found the 1D 

dynamics at ~2400 cm-1 in Figure 5.4 (and ~3150 cm-1 for OH in Figure 5.2) can still accurately capture the 

actual H-bond dynamics. We confirmed it by fitting the dynamics at ~2400 cm-1 of a set of 2D spectral 

dynamics, which are modeled by bi-exponentials, in which t1 and t2 describe the initial weakening and 

relaxation process, respectively, in the four-level model (see Chapter 5.5 for details). We found that despite 

the fitted t1 and t2 and the original t1 and t2 being different, they had a one-to-one relationship. Therefore the 

dynamics at ~2400 cm-1 are a decent descriptor of the H-bond dynamics. The relationship is summarized 

as Table 5.2 and was used to extract the original H-bond dynamics from the apparent dynamics. The H-

bond relaxation lifetime t2 was found to range from 410 to 960 fs (Table 5.1), which is slower than Förster 

energy transfer rate in bulk water (<100 fs) or ice (300 fs). (162, 163) The slower transfer efficiency of OH 

in the confined environment could come from the lower mode density and less spectral overlapping that 

occurs between water and OH of β-CD compared to that seen between waters. 
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5.5 Simulation using a 4-level model 

The 4-level model is used to describe the OH dynamics in self-assembly (Fig. 5.6). It involves:  

(1) the pump pulse excites the hydrogen-bonded water and secondary OH of β-CD into the first 

excited vibrational state, which causes a redshift of the excited state absorption due to anharmonicity (not 

observed, because it is beyond our spectral coverage), and a bleach (negative) signal at the original peak 

position.  

(2) Then, the energy relaxes to weaken the hydrogen bonds, causing the bleach signal decays, and 

a blueshifted VSFG strongly bound water OH peak, appearing as a positive feature in the transient spectra.  

(3) Lastly, the hydrogen bonds restore by relaxing extra energy through Forster energy transfer. 

 

Based on the 4-level model, we simulate the observed dynamics by describing each absorption 

feature using a Voigt function. We focus on reproducing the deuterated experiment spectral dynamics, as it 

has no interference from CH peaks. The transient VSFG spectra is simulated based on the following 

equations: 

𝐷(𝜔IR, 𝑡) = 𝐼𝑜𝑛(𝜔IR, 𝑡) − 𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝜔IR)  

𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝜔IR) = |𝑃water,   off(𝜔IR) + 𝑃1st OH,   off(𝜔IR) + 𝑃2nd OH,   off(𝜔IR)|2  

𝐼𝑜𝑛(𝜔IR, 𝑡) = |𝑃water,   on(𝜔IR, 𝑡) + 𝑃1st OH,   on(𝜔IR, 𝑡) + 𝑃2nd OH,   on(𝜔IR, 𝑡)|2  

𝑃water,   on(𝜔IR, 𝑡) = ∫
𝐴water(𝑡)

𝜔𝐼𝑅−𝜔𝐿+𝑖Γ𝐿
× 𝑒−((𝜔𝐿−𝜔(𝑡))/Γ𝐺,𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟)2

d𝜔𝐿  

𝑃1st OH,   on(𝜔IR, 𝑡) = ∫
𝐴1st OH(𝑡)

𝜔𝐼𝑅−𝜔𝐿+𝑖Γ𝐿
× 𝑒−((𝜔𝐿−𝜔1𝑠𝑡 𝑂𝐻)/Γ𝐺,1𝑠𝑡 𝑂𝐻)2

d𝜔𝐿  

𝑃2nd OH,   on(𝜔IR, 𝑡) = ∫
𝐴1st OH(𝑡)

𝜔𝐼𝑅−𝜔𝐿+𝑖Γ𝐿
× 𝑒−((𝜔𝐿−𝜔2𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝐻)/Γ𝐺,2𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝐻)2

d𝜔𝐿  

𝐴1st OH(𝑡) = (1 − 𝐵1st OH · 𝑒−𝑡/𝑇1st OH)𝐴1st OH,   off  
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𝐴2nd OH(𝑡) = (1 − 𝐵2nd OH · 𝑒−𝑡/𝑇2nd OH)𝐴2nd OH,   off  

𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔𝑜𝑓𝑓 + 𝑆 · 𝑒−𝑡/𝑇2 (1) 

𝐴water(𝑡) = (1 − 𝐵 · 𝑒−𝑡/𝑇1)𝐴water,   off (2) 

where 𝐷(𝜔IR, 𝑡) is pump probe dynamics signal, 𝐼𝑜𝑛(𝜔IR, 𝑡) and 𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝜔IR) are VSFG signal 

with pump on/off; 𝑃(𝜔IR) is the Voigt profile, which is the convolution between Lorentzian and Gaussian 

profile. 𝐴water,   off and 𝜔𝑜𝑓𝑓 are the amplitude and center resonant frequency of strongly bound water at 

equilibrium, respectively. 𝜔𝐿, Γ𝐿, Γ𝐺 are the center frequency of each individual Lorentzian, individual 

Lorentzian line width (due to homogeneous broadening) and Gaussian line width (due to inhomogeneous 

broadening), respectively, and these parameters are obtained by fitting the linear VSFG experimental 

spectra. Similar Voigt profiles also apply to primary OH and secondary OH of β-CD. 

Term (2) represents the initial bleach by IR excitation, and term (1) represents the blueshift due to 

H-bond weakening and 𝑇2 represents the Forster energy transfer dynamics lifetime. 𝐴water(𝑡) and 𝜔(𝑡) 

are the time-dependent amplitude and center resonant frequency of strongly bound water, after being excited, 

and 𝑆 and 𝐵 are the amplitude of peak shift and intensity change. 𝑇2 are the lifetimes of peak shift due 

to Forster energy transfer, and 𝑇1 are the lifetime for initial excited OH. Furthermore, we also considered 

ground state bleach for the other two OH modes from β-CD. Finally, we included peaks that do not directly 

involved in the dynamics in the simulation for reproducing the pseudoheterodyne effect – despite homodyne 

detection is used experimentally, the broad VSFG spectra from multiple peaks makes transient features 

interfere with them and get amplified.  

We found that the 4-level model (Fig. 5.7 A) can well reconstruct the observed dynamics (Fig. 5.7 

B), including the positive signal shape and the negative signal shape. To evaluate whether all components 

in the model are necessary, we further turn off certain dynamics/effects in the simulation equation. When 

the initial bleach is turned off, not only the negative feature at lower frequency become small and its lifetime 

does not match with experimental results (Fig. 5.7 C); If we turn of pseudoheterodyne, neither of the 
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dynamics cannot be observed under the same colorbar (Fig. 5.7 D). We note the intensity difference between 

the positive and negative feature is also due to pseudoheterodyne. The negative dynamics at lower 

frequency has poorer spectral overlap with other peaks, than the positive dynamics at higher frequency side, 

and therefore the positive dynamics are amplified more than its negative counterparts. Therefore, this 

comparison validated that each step in the 4-level model is necessary to properly account the observed 

dynamics.  
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Full simulation (both (1) and (2)) Experimental data 

  

Simulation without initial optical bleach 

(only (1)) 

Simulation without pseudoheterodyne 

 
 

Figure 5.7. 4-level model can well reconstruct the observed dynamics, which means the initial 

bleach and peak shift both play an important role in the dynamics. If we do not consider the initial bleach 

(C), the positive feature and the negative feature do not show similar shape as the experimental data 

anymore. If we do not consider any peaks other than strongly bound water peak, the dynamics is hardly to 

be seen using the same colorbar (D). It means the pseudoheterodyne effect is also important. 

 

Next, we examine whether the 1D dynamics at 2400 cm-1 can reflect the 4-level model well. To do 

so, we simulate a set of OH dynamics using the 4-level model, with different T1 and T2. Then, we fit the 

dynamics cut at 2400 cm-1 with bi-exponentials. The input and output T1/T2 are summarized in table 5.2. 

The fitted output T1 is very close to original input T1, while the fitted output T2 is off from the input and the 

amount of offset depends on T1.  

A B 

C D 
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We use table 5.2 to correct this discrepancy between the real (input) and apparent (output) lifetimes. 

For example, when the experimental dynamics is fitted as 60 fs and 810 fs, by looking up the table, we can 

find the apparent lifetime corresponds to the real lifetime of 50 fs and 800 fs in the 4-level system. Therefore, 

under the correction using Table 5.2, the spectral dynamics at ~2400 cm-1 can describe the dynamics of 4-

level model well, and we will use this method to extract the actual dynamics of the systems.  
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Table 5.2. Correction table between fitted output and original input lifetimes 

Input T1 / fs Input T2 / fs Output T1 / fs Output T2 / fs 

50 400 52 350 

50 600 58 550 

50 800 60 810 

50 1000 60 1150 

70 400 68 340 

70 600 77 530 

70 800 81 750 

70 1000 83 1025 

90 400 83 340 

90 600 95 510 

90 800 100 700 

90 1000 105 935 

110 400 100 330 

110 600 110 490 

110 800 121 670 

110 1000 125 860 

130 400 110 330 

130 600 130 480 
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Table 5.2. Correction table between fitted output and original input lifetimes (Continue) 

130 800 140 630 

130 1000 150 810 

10 400 12 370 

10 600 13 640 

10 800 13 1020 

10 1000 13 1670 

 

5.6 Model Connecting Macroscopic Dynamics with Microscopic Structure 

Due to the heterogeneity and the average number of strongly bound water in a single self-assembly 

unit, we propose that there is the heterogeneity of the strongly bound water number in different domains. 

With the different number of water molecules occupying the same cavity, the distance between water 

molecules and nearby OH groups should be different. The difference in donor-acceptor distances would 

give rise to the heterogeneity of H-bond restoration lifetime (t2). 

We proposed a model to demonstrate this water density difference can give rise to the restoration 

lifetime difference in the experiment. We start our model by assuming that water resides in positions to 

make the total energy to be lowest. The potential of the hydrogen bond is modeled using Morse 

potential(174), with re to be 2.7 Å, which is the average distance between water and saccharides(175). The 

optimized geometric arrangement of water in self-assembly, under 2-water to 6-water limits, are shown in 

Fig. 5.8. We then use the equation 3&4 to determine the Forster energy transfer lifetime.  
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𝑘𝐹 =
1

𝜏𝐷
(

𝑅0

𝑟
)

6
  (3) 

𝑇2 =
1

∑ 𝑘𝐹
      (4) 

Where R0 (the Forster distance) is 2.3 Å(173), 𝜏𝐷 (OH lifetime) is 740 fs (173), 𝑟 is the distance 

between donor and acceptor. 

 

Figure 5.8. The geometric arrangement of water in self-assembly calculated from model, under 

2-water to 6-water limits. The distances are estimated from SDS@2β-CD structure. The black dashed 

lines represent the nearest neighbor to have Forster energy transfer. 

We also simulated dynamics of domains with a mixture of two lifetimes and found that bi-

exponential fitted the mixture dynamics well, with only one t2 to account for the Forster energy transfer H-

bond restoration. The t2 is between the t2 of those two input lifetimes. Phenomenologically, the fitted t2 

matches well the geometric mean of the two inputs determined by the relation percentage of the two inputs 

in a domain (Figure. 5.9). For example, 𝑡2̅ = 𝜏𝑎
𝑥𝑎𝜏𝑏

𝑥𝑏, where 𝜏𝑎 and 𝜏𝑏 are t2 lifetimes of the two inputs, 

𝑥𝑎 and 𝑥𝑏 are the percentages. 

Based on the calculation, the Forster energy transfer lifetimes are 1040 fs for the 2-water limit, 570 
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fs for the 3-water limit, 470 fs for the 4-water limit, 420 fs for the 5-water limit and 330 fs for the 6-water 

limit, respectively. Based on literature (173), the transfer lifetimes of OD are 2.3 times of OH for each case. 

These results qualitatively agree with experimental measurements, as all measured lifetimes are in between 

the lifetime of 2- to 6- water limits, suggesting the strongly bound water distribution is in between the two 

limits. To calculate the water density of each domain, we first determine the experimental result falls into 

which two limits, and later we use the geometric mean model to calculate the relative population. For 

example, domain A lifetime is 708 fs, which is in between 2-water and 3-water limits. Using the geometric 

mean model, we calculate there are 36% of the 2-water limit and 64% of 3-water. Therefore, we report the 

relative hydration level of domain A as 2*0.36+3*0.64 = 2.64. 

 

Figure 5.9. By mixing 2- and 3- water limits together with different ratios ((a) 20%/80%; (b) 

40%/60%; (c) 50%/50%; (d) 60%/40%; (e) 80%/20%), all the simulated dynamics fit well using bi-

exponential model. (f) The fitted t2 lifetimes match well with the geometric mean value of two limits. 
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5.7 Dynamics of specific spatial points in each domain 

The apparent dynamic lifetime is the fitting result from the single/bi-exponential model. To correct 

the apparent lifetime to the lifetime of the actual dynamics, we used a correlation table in Chapter 5.6. 

Pump-probe dynamics Integrated dynamics of strongly bound 

water 

Apparent 

lifetime and 

corrected t2 

(fs) 

  

Apparent 

774±112, 

889±235 

 

(Corrected 

676, 

739) 

  

Apparent 

439±182, 

474±220 

 

(Corrected 

455, 

481) 

  

Apparent 

163±31 / 723

±185, 

119±77 / 818

±511 

 

(Corrected 

163/905, 

119/1010) 

Figure 5.10. Pump-probe scan signals and integrated intensity dynamics for each domain. The dynamic 

lifetime is fitted into single/bi-exponential and then corrected using the model developed in Table 5.2. For 

the single exponential data, we assumed t1=10 fs data for the correction. 

 

A 

B 

C 
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Apparent 

53±40 / 404

±142, 

42±28 / 314

±92 

 

(Corrected 

53/457, 

42/364) 

  

Apparent 

75±27 / 524

±143 

62±24 / 663

±180 

 

(Corrected 

75/594, 

62/724) 

 
 

Apparent 

33±27 / 457

±130 

47±24 / 359

±85 

 

(Corrected 

33,498 

47,406) 

 
 

Apparent 

533±118, 

590±93 

 

(Corrected 

523, 

561) 

Figure 5.10. Pump-probe scan signals and integrated intensity dynamics for each domain. The dynamic 

lifetime is fitted into single/bi-exponential and then corrected using the model developed in Table 5.2. For 

the single exponential data, we assumed t1=10 fs data for the correction. (Continue) 

 

 

D 

E 

G 

I 
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Apparent 

93±89 / 742

±659 

89±118 / 719

±787 

 

(Corrected 

93/838 

89/816) 

Figure 5.10. Pump-probe scan signals and integrated intensity dynamics for each domain. The dynamic 

lifetime is fitted into single/bi-exponential and then corrected using the model developed in Table 5.2. For 

the single exponential data, we assumed t1=10 fs data for the correction. (Continue) 

 

For each domain (Figure. 5.10), the dynamics reproduce themselves well between two scans. For 

A/B/I, the positive peak decays monotonically, so only one value is shown to describe the lifetime. For 

others, the positive peak appears in a delayed fashion. Therefore, a bi-exponential model is used to fit the 

dynamics, and the two numbers represent lifetimes of each step. F/H/J that do not have a good signal-to-

noise ratio for these transient features. 

 

5.8 Domain-dependent H-bond Dynamics 

Next, we examine the spatial heterogeneity of the H-bond dynamics at ~3150 cm-1. From Fig. 5.3, 

we present the most extreme case found in domains A and E (Figs. 5.3 a and b; other results are shown in 

Chapter 5.7). In this extreme case, the positive peak appears immediately after excitation and decays 

monotonically in domain A. In domain E, however (Figs. 5.3 c and d), the positive peak appears in a delayed 

fashion. Similar spatially heterogeneous dynamics are observed in deuterated samples, as they all rise and 

decay at different rates (Fig. 5.5). We carefully quantified the measurement’s uncertainty and ruled out 

temporal artifacts (a variation of +/- 12 fs) by measuring time-zero through third-order signal. Thus, the 

observed heterogeneous dynamics reflect domain-specific H-bond dynamics.   

The fitting results using the bi-exponential function (Table 5.1) quantify the domain-specific H-

bond dynamics. For the regular (deuterated) sample, the H-bond weakening dynamics range from 

K 
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instantaneous to 140 fs (70 to 150 fs), while the relaxation dynamics range from 410 fs to 960 fs (820 fs to 

1.4 ps). Based on the four-level model and theoretical study from Hynes, the variation of H-bond weakening 

dynamics suggests a variety in H-bond strength. (170)    

We then focus on modeling the relaxation dynamics because it is related to the amount of local 

strongly bound water. To do so, we built a model that correlates the relaxation dynamics with the number 

of strongly bound water (see Chapter 5.6). The model assumes that the hydration level of individual β-CD 

fluctuates between 2 to 6 water molecules, and water is at equilibrium (lowest energy calculated from a 

hydrogen bond potential), from which we calculate the OH-OH distance at different hydration levels. We 

further calculated the hydration-level-specific Förster energy transfer rate based on the OH-OH distances 

and known Förster energy radius and OH lifetime. We found from 2 to 6 strongly bound water molecules 

per β-CD molecule, the relaxation lifetime spans from 1.04 ps to 330 fs, and if a domain has a mixture of a 

different density of strongly bound water, the measured t2 is the geometric mean of those two limits. Based 

on this empirical relationship, we summarize the hydration level of each domain in Table 5.1 and Figure 

5.2 a. The relative hydration level ranges from 2.1 to 5.7 water molecules per β-CD molecule, which 

suggests the actual hydration of strongly bound water per β-CD is strongly domain-specific. A possible 

driving force of such local hydration heterogeneity could be the lattice structure variations of different 

domains (e.g. small variations of secondary OHs distances or the hexagonal exterior cavity angles). Such a 

detailed insight into local hydration of the self-assembled materials cannot be gained from static VSFG 

imaging measurements. (176)  

Another stunning contrast is that both spectra and dynamics of different areas within an individual 

domain are similar. This contrast means there are similar H-bond coupling strength and hydration levels 

within domains. This intriguing observation implies that the mesoscopic arrangement of each SDS@2β-

CD domain governs the H-bond interactions and strongly bound water arrangement at water/SDS@2β-CD 

interfaces. This observation is a mesoscopic analog of the microscopic water-host interaction observed in 

water-ion and water-reverse micelle clusters where water dynamics vary based on the specific water-ion 
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pair (177) or the specific location of water in the reverse micelle. (126, 147, 148) 

 

5.9 Excluding Other Models 

5.9.1 Alternative models for fitting VSFG spectra 

The positive signal could come from the interference. However, in that scenario, the peaks need to 

have significant amount of overlap. In our fitting results, the overlap between the strongly bound water 

peak and secondary OH peak is minimal. The overlap is also small in the OD region experiment. If we force 

the peak to be broad enough for more significant overlap such that interference is generated, the model fits 

poorly (Fig. 5.11). The maximum difference between fitting and experimental is about 40 counts, which is 

comparable to our pump-probe signal intensity. 

 

Figure 5.11. Top left: the overlap between strongly bound water and secondary OH is not large 

enough to be capable of generating significant interference. Top right: the overlap between strongly bound 

D2O and secondary OD is also small in the deuterated experiment. Bottom left: spectral fitting presented 

in the main article; Bottom right: spectral fitting by forcing peaks to be broad to overlap and interfere with 

each other. 
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5.9.2 Wobbling-in-a-cone model 

We conclude that “wobbling-in-a-cone” is negligible in the bi-exponential dynamics in our 

experiment for two reasons. First, all reported “wobbling-in-a-cone” lifetimes for water in hydrophilic 

environments are longer than 1 ps, which is much longer than most of the lifetimes in our case. (178–182) 

Second, the “wobbling-in-a-cone” shows a different isotope effect from the experimentally measured trend. 

“Wobbling-in-a-cone” lifetime depends on (183)  

𝑡 ∝ 𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑡 = 𝐶𝜂 +
2𝜋

9
√

𝐼

𝑘𝐵𝑇
,  

where 𝜂 is the viscosity of the material, 𝐼 is the moment of inertia and 𝐼(D2O) ≈ 1.8 𝐼(H2O). 

Therefore, the “wobbling-in-a-cone” lifetime ratio between D2O/H2O should be between 1 (if the first term 

dominates) to 1.3 (if the second term dominates). In our experiment, the ratio is about 2, which agrees with 

Foster energy transfer, not “wobbling-in-a-cone.” 

 

5.9.3 CH dynamics 

No dynamics of CH3 or CH2 modes were observed in our experiment. The transition dipole 

moments of CH modes, which are 5-10 times weaker than OH modes(184–186), make them 125-1000 

times weaker than OH signals in the transient VSFG. This assessment is further supported by that the pump 

pulse energy used in this study is only 3 μJ, which is 10 to 26 times smaller than the pump pulse energy 

(30-80 μJ) used in the reports that studied CH dynamics using pump-probe VSFG spectroscopy. (164, 187, 

188) 
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5.10 TGA-DSC Measurements 

To estimate how many water molecules formed strong H-bond with the vacancy sites, we conducted 

TGA-DSC measurements of the lyophilized sheets sample and found the sample lost 9.6% weight at 146 °C 

(Figure. 5.12), above which the sample starts to decompose). This weight loss corresponds to a total of 15 

water molecules for each SDS@2β-CD unit. From the first derivative of heat flow in DSC, which helps to 

find the hidden peaks in heat flow, we can identify two derivative shapes and therefore divide water thermal 

desorption process into four regions: below 47 °C (before the first derivative shape in 1st derivative, blue 

region), each SDS@2β-CD unit loses 0.9 water molecule; between 47-73 °C ( first derivative shape, green 

region), each unit loses 4.9 water molecules; between 73-100 °C (second derivative, magenta region), each 

unit loses 6.0 water molecules; and above 100 °C (after the second derivative, cyan region), each unit loses 

3.2 water molecules for each SDS@2β-CD unit. 

Although it is difficult to assign these different regions into various water directly (e.g., cavity, 

loosely bound, and strongly bound water molecules (146)) in this self-assembly, it is safe to conclude the 

water in the first region is not strongly bounded to the materials. We can then estimate that roughly 9 to 14 

water molecules are forming strongly-bound waters per SDS@2β-CD unit, corresponding to 4.5 to 7 water 

molecules per β-CD, distributed among the six vacancies. This assignment agrees with previous studies of 

other β-CD self-assemblies, which reported that there are usually 4-7 water molecules interacting with 

secondary OH of each β-CD.(151–155) 

As discussed above, the self-assembly contains not only the strongly bound water at the interfacial 

vacancy sites but also other water molecules. Because the interfacial vacancies are hidden, it is difficult to 
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probe water at the interface of the self-assembly and liquid phase, as bulk-like water signals can overwhelm 

it. For example, in FTIR the OH peak is broad, composed of several peaks, whereas in VSFG, the OH 

features are much smaller and better resolved. This difference suggests that bulk-like water is the majority 

in the systems, which overwhelms the interfacial water, and VSFG is necessary to probe water at interfaces. 

Chapter 5, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Proceedings of the National Academy 

of Sciences of the United States of America, 2020. Haoyuan Wang; Jackson Wagner; Wenfan Chen; 

Chenglai Wang; Wei Xiong. United States National Academy of Sciences, 2020. The dissertation author 

was the primary investigator and author of this paper. 

 

Figure 5.12. TGA (left) and DSC (right) measurements of the lyophilized sheets sample. In the 

DSC, the upper one is the heat flow while the bottom one is the first derivative of heat flow 
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Chapter 6  

 

2D VSFG Microscopy Development 

 

6.1 2D VSFG technique 

In previous sections, one-dimensional VSFG has shown great capability of studying self-

assemblies, and transient VSFG has demonstrated its application in studying dynamics in self-assemblies. 

However, there is still some information missing. By applying the multi-dimensional spectroscopy 

techniques into VSFG, it enables the ability to investigate the relationships between different modes. For 

example, in two-dimensional VSFG, the frequency correlation spectrum can offer structural information 

such as coupling between modes, anharmonicities and energy transfer rates, as well as molecular dynamics. 

In a 2D VSFG experiment, two IR pump pulses first interact with the sample to create a coherence 

between ground state and first excited state. After a certain time delay t2, which is called waiting time, the 

IR probe and upconversion pulse interact with the sample to detect the VSFG signal. The time delay 

between the two IR pulses t1 can be tuned by the pulse shaper, which reflects the pump frequency through 

Fourier transform. The t3 reflects the probe frequency through Fourier transform, which is done by the 

spectrograph since the spectra are collected in frequency domain. 
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6.2 Pulse shaper setup 

To generate the two pulses for IR pump, we built the pulse shaper by our own from a germanium 

acousto-optic modulator (Ge AOM) based on literature. The detailed procedures of how to build the pulse 

shaper are listed below: 

Abbreviations: 

P: Parabolic; G: Blazed Grating; M: Mirror; f: focusing distance of parabolic 

1. Mount G1/P1/P2 onto translational stage and put them on the laser table. Make sure the 

distance between G1/P1 is about f, and the distance between P1/P2 is about 2f. 

2. Use the He-Ne laser to do the alignment. Put G1 to 0th order, and rotate P1 to make sure all 

the beam diffracted by G1 are parallel after P1. If they are not parallel, adjust the distance between 

G1/P1. 

3. Use a mirror to replace G2 for now. The diffracted He-Ne beams should all go onto the mirror 

at the same position. Make sure the beam after the mirror is collimated. If it is not collimated, the 

distance between P1/P2 should be adjusted. 

4. Rotate G1 to 1st order angle of the mid-IR beam. Replace the mirror with a detector and make 

sure the power is maximized. 

5. Replace the detector with G2. Now G2/P2 should be fully symmetric with G1/P1. 

6. Put the Ge AOM at the Fourier plane. 

7. Plug in the power of Ge AOM and send the waveform in. For now, a relatively large 

waveform can be chosen, usually 0.8 V voltage range with 100% waveform intensity. The IR power 

after G2 should drop by about 50% since the Ge AOM would diffract the IR beam. 
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8. Rotate P1 counterclockwise by ~0.7°. The rotated angle is half of the Bragg angle for that 

center wavelength. For 4 μm, the angle is ~0.7°; for 5 μm, the angle is ~2°. 

9. Rotate P2 clockwise accordingly to maximize the output power. Now the output changes 

from 0th order to 1st order of Ge AOM. 

10. Optimize the waveform to maximize the output power. Usually, it is 0.68 V voltage 

range with 20% waveform. 

11. Now the output beam after G2 will not be collimate anymore due to spatial chirp. It is 

because the Ge AOM diffracts different wavelengths of light differently. Therefore, the G2 needs to be 

rotated by ~2° to compensate for it. The beam size after G2 needs to be measured at several distances 

to make sure it is collimated. 

 

6.3 Output Details 

The efficiency of the pulse shaper at 4 μm we built is ~30% (3 μJ out of 9 μJ), which is comparable 

to what literature reported (30%).(189) If step 11 is not conducted, the pump pulse duration is about 600 fs 

(assuming probe pulse duration is 140 fs); after step 11, the pulse duration becomes ~140 fs. 

Chapter 6, in full, is still under development. The dissertation author was one of the primary 

investigators. 
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Figure 6.1. If we do not rotate G2 to compensate from spatial chirp generated by the Ge AOM 

and use a lens to collimate the beam, the pulse duration is about 600 fs. After finishing step 11, the pulse 

duration is reduced to 140 fs. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusion and Outlook 

Sum frequency generation microscopy is a powerful technique to study self-assembly, from both 

static and dynamic perspective, in a spatially resolved manner. In this dissertation, two new SFG 

microscopies developed by us are introduced. With these of newly developed techniques, we obtained more 

information for self-assembly, which cannot be achieved by any other existing techniques. The main 

findings are summarized as below: 

1. We built the first self-phase-stabilized heterodyne-detected VSFG microscopy. In 

our geometry, the VSFG signal and local oscillator are generated from the same beam path, which 

showed a 9-fold improvement in phase stability. Furthermore, our geometry also made 

spectrometer alignment and maintenance easy. 

2. We studied SDS@2β-CD self-assembly using the heterodyne VSFG microscopy, 

and successfully identified domains with opposite molecular orientations. 

3. We further studied the self-assembly with extended spectral coverage and 

demonstrated that self-assembled materials which lack inversion symmetry can be VSFG active. 

In particular, we showed anisotropy of SDS@2β-CD self-assembly, which was because the self-

assembly is highly coordinated. Besides, the interaction between water and host molecules are so 

strong that can template water to adopt local mesoscopic ordering of the self-assembly. 
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4. The self-assembly is homogeneous within domain while heterogeneous among 

different domains. The heterogeneity comes from different local hydration level. 

5. We built the first time-resolved VSFG microscopy with ~70 fs temporal resolution, 

and studied spatially resolved ultrafast dynamics in the self-assembly. We observed domain 

dependent ultrafast hydrogen bond network restoration, which was the product of Forster energy 

transfer process. The heterogeneity of the lifetime comes from the local hydration level, i.e., more 

hydrated domains have faster dynamics. 

 

With the development of new technology, we can gain more information from the molecular 

systems. For example, if we finished building the 2D VSFG microscopy, we could potentially study the 

vibrational modes couplings and anharmonicities. This part of work will be finished by future students in 

Dr. Wei Xiong’s group. 

Furthermore, there are still some potential improvements for the heterodyne geometry. As I 

discussed in Chapter 3, even if the GVD is small in our experiment, it could become enormous if the spectral 

coverage becomes wide. This would limit the application of the collinear heterodyne technique. Therefore, 

it is important to develop a heterodyne geometry for wide spectral coverage with both stable phase and 

limited GVD. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A. Voigt profile fitting code 

 

A1. How the spectral fitting works 

Voigt profile is the convolution between Lorentzian and Gaussian. The matlab code to fit the spectrum using 

Voigt profile follows the procedure: 

1. A subfunction named ‘SFG_Lorentzian’ generates Lorentzian profile of a single peak. 

2. A subfunction named ‘SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian’ generates Voigt profile of a single peak by 

convolution. 

3. A subfunction named ‘SFG_signal_sum’ generates SFG signal with Voigt profile by calculating 

absolute square of all the peaks. 

4. The function named ‘SpectralFitting’ fits the spectrum. 

 

Therefore, ‘SpectralFitting’ calls ‘SFG_signal_sum’; then ‘SFG_signal_sum’ calls 

‘SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian’; and ‘SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian’ calls ‘SFG_Lorentzian’ in the end. All the 

input parameters are in ‘SpectralFitting’. 

 

A2. SFG_Lorentzian code 

 

% A Lorentzian type function for susceptibility in SFG, no phase angle %   

% OUTPUT: 

% return the susceptibility array (complex numbers) as function of frequencies for a resonant peak 

  

% INPUT: 

% w frequencies, can be array 

% wr resonant frequency, Tau, width, A, oscillation strength. All scaler 

function ki = SFG_Lorentzian (A,wr,w,Tau) 

  

ki=A*ones(size(w))./(w-wr+i*Tau); 

 

A3. SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian code 

 

% Susceptibility with a gaussion distributed phase angle centered at zero degree%   

% OUTPUT: 

% return the susceptibility array (complex numbers) as function of frequencies for a resonant peak 
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% INPUT: 

% w frequencies, can be array 

% wr resonant frequency, Tau, width, A, oscillation strength. All scaler 

% sigma, distribution of phase angle, in arc unit; 

function ki = SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian (A,wr,w,Tau,sigma) 

%if (sigma<=3) % wavenumbers 

 %  ki=SFG_Lorentzian(A,wr,w,Tau); 

  % return; 

%end 

  

ki=zeros(size(w)); 

  

num_per_sigma=30;  %number of point evaluated for each sigma 

max_sigma=3;       %max sigma evaluated 

step=1; 

  

if Tau<5 

    step=0.1; 

end 

  

norm=0; 

for n= -num_per_sigma*max_sigma:step:num_per_sigma*max_sigma  

   weight= exp(-1*n*n/(num_per_sigma*num_per_sigma)); % weight according to gaussion distribution. 

   ki=ki+SFG_Lorentzian(A,wr-n/num_per_sigma*sigma,w,Tau)*weight; 

   norm=norm + weight; 

end 

  

ki=ki/norm; 

 

A4. SFG_signal_sum code 

 

% Sum of SFG signal %  

% OUTPUT: 

% return the signal array (real numbers) as function of frequencies 

  

% INPUT: 

% w frequencies, can be array 

% n number of peaks 

function y = SFG_signal_sum (parameters, frequency) 
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ki=zeros(size(frequency)); 

y=zeros(size(frequency)); 

  

num_peaks = (length(parameters)-2)/4;  

for i = 1:num_peaks 

   index = (i-1)*4 + 2 ; 

    

ki=ki+SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian(parameters(index+1),parameters(index+2),frequency,parameters(index

+3),parameters(index+4)); 

end 

  

  

ki= ki+ parameters(2);  % non-resonant SFG signal 

  

y = abs(ki).^2; 

  

y= y+ parameters(1);  % Background noise from green light scattering 

 

 

A5. SpectralFitting code 

 

x=wavenumber; 

y=intensity; 

  

%If more peaks are needed, please follow the rule below 

p=[0 %background scattering 

0.0001 %non-resonant signal 

220 %A1 

2483  %wr1 

5 %Tau1 

45 %sigma1 

240 %A2 

2524 %wr2 

5 %tau2 

23 %sigma2 

90 %A3 

2349 %wr3 

5 %tau3 

49 %sigma3 

]; 
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num_peaks = (length(p)-2)/4; % num of peaks 

n=5; %set optimization cycles 

  

Boundary=[ 

0   8 

-2  2 

10   280 %A1 

2380  2510 %wr1 

5 5%Tau1 

20   90 %sigma1 

120   300 %A2 

2510 2535%wr2 

5 5%tau2 

0   50 %sigma2 

0   150 

2310    2390 

5   5 

0   150 

% 0 480 

% 2380 2480 

% 5 5 

% 0 90 

]; 

  

p_LB= Boundary(:,1); 

p_UB= Boundary(:,2); 

 

%[p_LB,p_UB]=Xin_Set_Parameter_Boundary(p); 

  

pall=zeros(length(p),3); 

pall(:,1)=p_LB; 

pall(:,2)=p; 

pall(:,3)=p_UB; 

 

%Display the initial error 

%y_predicted = SFG_signal_sum(p, x); 

%[relative_residual,residual]=relative_residual(y_predicted,y); 

%disp(strcat('Initial error = ',num2str(relative_residual))); 

% optimization  

options=optimset('Maxiter',500000,'TolFun',1.0*10^-8); %set iterative cycles 

for index=1:n 
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   disp(strcat('********Starting optimization cycle # ',num2str(index),'********')); 

   [p,residual_norm,residual]=lsqcurvefit('SFG_signal_sum',p,x,y,p_LB,p_UB,options); 

   relative_residual = sqrt(residual_norm / sum (y.^2)); 

    disp(strcat('relative error = ',num2str(relative_residual))); 

  

end 

  

  

% print final error for individual points and sum error 

if n>=0 

    peaks=zeros(length(y),10); 

   for index =1:num_peaks 

      temp=SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian(p(index*4-1),p(index*4),x,p(index*4+1),p(index*4+2)); 

      peaks(:,index)=abs(temp).^2; 

   end 

    

   y_predicted = SFG_signal_sum(p, x);    

    

   %plot(x,y_predicted,'b-',x,peaks(:,1),'r--',x,peaks(:,2),'g--',x,peaks(:,3),'c--',x,peaks(:,4),'r--

',x,peaks(:,5),'g--',x,peaks(:,6));  % plot y against x 

  

    % Print final variables 

    disp(p); 

end 

  

% Print results 

  

ys=zeros(10,length(y));  

ys(1,:)=rot90(x); 

ys(2,:)=rot90(y); 

ys(3,:)=rot90(y_predicted); 

  

for index =1:num_peaks 

      temp=SFG_Lorentzian_Gaussian(p(index*4-1),p(index*4),x,p(index*4+1),p(index*4+2)); 

      ys(index+3,:)=rot90(abs(temp).^2); 

end 

    

fid=fopen('data.txt','w'); 

fprintf(fid,'%6.6f  %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f   %6.6f\n

',ys); 

fclose(fid); 
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figure;plot(x,y);hold on;plot(x,y_predicted) 
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Appendix B. Matlab code for simulation of geometric arrangement in Figure 5.8 

 

B1. 2-water situation 

 

close all;  

clear all 

%Coordinates of all the O atoms 

OH1=-5.35;; 

OH2=-4.1+4.2*i; 

OH3=-4.1-4.2*i; 

OH4=-1.5+2.9*i; 

OH5=-1.5-2.9*i; 

OH6=1.5+2.9*i; 

OH7=1.5-2.9*i; 

OH8=4.1+4.2*i; 

OH9=4.1-4.2*i; 

OH10=5.35; 

  

x1=real(OH1);x2=0;x3=0;x4=0; 

  

m=1; 

step=0.05; 

step2=0.05; 

a=1 

water=0; 

re=2.7; %parameter in the Morse potential 

  

while x1<real(OH10) 

    if x1<real(OH4) | x1>real(OH6) 

    x1=x1+step 

    else 

        x1=x1+step2 

    end 

    if x1<=real(OH4) | x1>=real(OH6) 

    lim= imag(OH2); 

    else 

        lim=imag(OH4); 

    end 

    n=floor(2*lim/step); 

    y1= linspace(-lim, lim, n); 

    x1_array=ones(1,length(y1))*x1; 
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    water=[water x1_array+i*y1]; 

    a=a+1; 

end 

  

bound=2.2; %assuming the distance between two OH should not be smaller than this value 

for j=length(water):(-1):1 

    temp=water(j); 

    if min(abs([temp-OH1 temp-OH2 temp-OH3 temp-OH4 temp-OH5 temp-OH6 temp-OH7 temp-OH8 temp-OH9 

temp-OH10]))<bound 

    water(j)=[]; 

    end 

end 

water(1)=[]; 

%% 

water_min=zeros(1,4); 

std_min=100000; 

E_min=100000; 

ET_min=100000; 

for A=1:length(water) 

    A 

    length(water) 

    w1=water(A); 

    for B=A+1:length(water) 

        w2=water(B); 

        if abs(w2-w1)>bound 

                      if min(abs([OH1-w1 OH1-w2]))<3.2 & min(abs([OH4-w1 OH4-w2]))<3.2 & 

min(abs([OH5-w1 OH5-w2]))<3.2 & min(abs([OH6-w1 OH6-w2]))<3.2 & min(abs([OH7-w1 OH7-w2]))<3.2 & 

min(abs([OH10-w1 OH10-w2]))<3.2                             

                            w1d=(abs([w1-w2 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 w1-OH3 w1-OH4 w1-OH5 w1-OH6 w1-

OH7 w1-OH8 w1-OH9 w1-OH10])); 

                            HB1=(abs([w1-w2,12; w1-OH1,1.1; w1-OH2,1.2; w1-OH3,1.3; w1-OH4,1.4; w1-

OH5,1.5; w1-OH6,1.6; w1-OH7,1.7; w1-OH8,1.8; w1-OH9,1.9; w1-OH10,1.11]));% 

                            HB1a=sortrows(HB1); 

                            HB1real=HB1a(1:4,:); 

                 

                            w2d=(abs([w2-w1 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 w2-OH3 w2-OH4 w2-OH5 w2-OH6 w2-

OH7 w2-OH8 w2-OH9 w2-OH10])); 

                            HB2=(abs([w2-OH1,2.1; w2-OH2,2.2; w2-OH3,2.3; w2-OH4,2.4; w2-OH5,2.5; 

w2-OH6,2.6; w2-OH7,2.7; w2-OH8,2.8; w2-OH9,2.9; w2-OH10,2.11]));% 

                            HB2a=sortrows(HB2); 

                            HB2real=HB2a(1:(4-double(ismember(12,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 
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                            HBr=([w1d w2d(2:end)]); 

                            Ew_i=(1-exp(re-HBr)).^2-1; 

                            

                            HBreal=[HB1real; HB2real];  

                            HBsave=HBreal; 

                           

                            Ew_j=(1-exp(re-HBreal(:,1))).^2-1; 

                             

                 

                            Ew=sum(Ew_j); 

                            EwT=sum(Ew_i); 

                         

                            if Ew<=E_min %&EwT<=ET_min 

                                E_min=Ew; 

                                ET_min=EwT; 

                                wd1=[w1d; w2d]; 

                                water_min1=[w1 w2]; 

                                clear HBsave; 

                                HBsave=HBreal; 

                            end 

                      end 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

E_min 

ET_min 

%% 

figure;plot(real(OH1),imag(OH1),'ro') 

hold on 

plot(real(OH2),imag(OH2),'ro') 

plot(OH3,'ro') 

plot(OH4,'ro') 

plot(OH5,'ro') 

plot(real(OH6),imag(OH6),'ro') 

plot(OH7,'ro') 

plot(OH8,'ro') 

plot(OH9,'ro') 

plot(real(OH10),imag(OH10),'ro') 

plot(real(water),imag(water),'bo') 
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plot(real(water_min1),imag(water_min1),'m*') 

daspect([1 1 1]) 
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B2. 3-water simulation 

 

close all; clear all 

  

OH1=-5.35;; 

OH2=-4.1+4.2*i; 

OH3=-4.1-4.2*i; 

OH4=-1.5+2.9*i; 

OH5=-1.5-2.9*i; 

OH6=1.5+2.9*i; 

OH7=1.5-2.9*i; 

OH8=4.1+4.2*i; 

OH9=4.1-4.2*i; 

OH10=5.35; 

  

x1=real(OH1);x2=0;x3=0;x4=0; 

%y1=0;y2=0;y3=0;y4=0; 

  

m=1; 

step=0.2; 

step2=0.2; 

a=1 

water=0; 

re=2.7; 

while x1<real(OH10) 

    if x1<real(OH4) | x1>real(OH6) 

    x1=x1+step 

    else 

        x1=x1+step2 

    end 

    if x1<=real(OH4) | x1>=real(OH6) 

    lim= imag(OH2); 

    else 

        lim=imag(OH4); 

    end 

    n=floor(2*lim/step); 

    y1= linspace(-lim, lim, n); 

    x1_array=ones(1,length(y1))*x1; 

    water=[water x1_array+i*y1]; 

    a=a+1; 

end 
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bound=2.1; 

for j=length(water):(-1):1 

    temp=water(j); 

    if min(abs([temp-OH1 temp-OH2 temp-OH3 temp-OH4 temp-OH5 temp-OH6 temp-OH7 temp-OH8 

temp-OH9 temp-OH10]))<bound 

    water(j)=[]; 

    end 

end 

water(1)=[]; 

%% 

water_min=zeros(1,4); 

std_min=100000; 

E_min=100000; 

ET_min=100000; 

for A=1:length(water) 

    A 

    length(water) 

    w1=water(A); 

    for B=A+1:length(water) 

        w2=water(B); 

        if abs(w2-w1)>bound 

            for C=B+1:length(water) 

                w3=water(C); 

                if min(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2]))>bound 

                    %for D=C+1:length(water) 

                     %   w4=water(D); 

                      %  if min(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3]))>bound 

                      if min(abs([OH1-w1 OH1-w2 OH1-w3]))<3.0 & min(abs([OH4-w1 OH4-w2 

OH4-w3]))<3.0 & min(abs([OH5-w1 OH5-w2 OH5-w3]))<3.0 & min(abs([OH6-w1 OH6-w2 OH6-

w3]))<3.0 & min(abs([OH7-w1 OH7-w2 OH7-w3]))<3.0 & min(abs([OH10-w1 OH10-w2 OH10-

w3]))<3.0                             

                            w1d=(abs([w1-w2 w1-w3 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 w1-OH3 w1-OH4 w1-

OH5 w1-OH6 w1-OH7 w1-OH8 w1-OH9 w1-OH10])); 

                            HB1=(abs([w1-w2,12; w1-w3,13; w1-OH1,1.1; w1-OH2,1.2; w1-

OH3,1.3; w1-OH4,1.4; w1-OH5,1.5; w1-OH6,1.6; w1-OH7,1.7; w1-OH8,1.8; w1-OH9,1.9; w1-

OH10,1.11]));% 

                            HB1a=sortrows(HB1); 

                            HB1real=HB1a(1:4,:); 

                 

                            w2d=(abs([w2-w1 w2-w3 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 w2-OH3 w2-OH4 w2-
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OH5 w2-OH6 w2-OH7 w2-OH8 w2-OH9 w2-OH10])); 

                            HB2=(abs([w2-w3,23; w2-OH1,2.1; w2-OH2,2.2; w2-OH3,2.3; w2-

OH4,2.4; w2-OH5,2.5; w2-OH6,2.6; w2-OH7,2.7; w2-OH8,2.8; w2-OH9,2.9; w2-OH10,2.11]));% 

                            HB2a=sortrows(HB2); 

                            HB2real=HB2a(1:(4-double(ismember(12,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

  

                            w3d=(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2 w3-OH1 w3-OH2 w3-OH3 w3-OH4 w3-

OH5 w3-OH6 w3-OH7 w3-OH8 w3-OH9 w3-OH10])); 

                            HB3=(abs([w3-OH1,3.1; w3-OH2,3.2; w3-OH3,3.3; w3-OH4,3.4; w3-

OH5,3.5; w3-OH6,3.6; w3-OH7,3.7; w3-OH8,3.8; w3-OH9,3.9; w3-OH10,3.11]));% 

                            HB3a=sortrows(HB3); 

                            HB3real=HB3a(1:(4-double(ismember(23,HB2real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(13,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                 

                            %w4d=(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3 w4-OH1 w4-OH2 w4-OH3 w4-

OH4 w4-OH5 w4-OH6 w4-OH7 w4-OH8 w4-OH9 w4-OH10])); 

                            %HB4=(abs([w4-OH1,4.1; w4-OH2,4.2; w4-OH3,4.3; w4-OH4,4.4; 

w4-OH5,4.5; w4-OH6,4.6; w4-OH7,4.7; w4-OH8,4.8; w4-OH9,4.9; w4-OH10,4.11]));% 

                            %HB4a=sortrows(HB4); 

                            %HB4real=HB4a(1:(4-double(ismember(34,HB3real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(24,HB2real(:,2)))-double(ismember(14,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

  

       

                            %%%%%%%%%%%%%this lines of code solve the new issue 

                            HBr=([w1d w2d(2:end) w3d(3:end)]); 

                            Ew_i=(1-exp(re-HBr)).^2-1; 

                            %[Ew1 IN1]=sort(Ew_i(1:9));[Ew2 IN2]=sort(Ew_i(10:17));[Ew3 

IN3]=sort(Ew_i(18:24));[Ew4 IN4]=sort(Ew_i(25:30));% 

                            %wOH1=[w1-w2 w1-w3 w1-w4 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 w1-OH3 w1-OH4 

w1-OH5 w1-OH6]; 

                            %wOH2=[w2-w1 w2-w3 w2-w4 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 w2-OH3 w2-OH4 

w2-OH5 w2-OH6]; 

                            %wOH3=[w3-w1 w3-w2 w3-w4 w3-OH1 w3-OH2 w3-OH3 w3-OH4 

w3-OH5 w3-OH6]; 

                            %wOH4=[w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3 w4-OH1 w4-OH2 w4-OH3 w4-OH4 

w4-OH5 w4-OH6]; 

                             

                 

                            HBreal=[HB1real; HB2real; HB3real];  

                            HBsave=HBreal; 

                            %Ew1=sort(Ew_i(1:9));Ew2=sort(Ew_i(10:17));Ew3=sort(Ew_i(18:2
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4));Ew4=sort(Ew_i(25:30)); 

                            %Ew=sum(Ew1(1:4)+Ew2(1:4)+Ew3(1:4)+Ew4(1:4)); 

  

                            Ew_j=(1-exp(re-HBreal(:,1))).^2-1; 

                             

                 

                            Ew=sum(Ew_j); 

                            EwT=sum(Ew_i); 

                            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

                            %Ew=sum((1-exp(re-w1d)).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-

w2d(2:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w3d(3:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w4d(4:end))).^2); 

             

                            if Ew<=E_min %&EwT<=ET_min 

                                E_min=Ew; 

                                ET_min=EwT; 

                                wd1=[w1d; w2d; w3d]; 

                                water_min1=[w1 w2 w3]; 

                                %IN=[IN1(1:4); IN2(1:4); IN3(1:4); IN4(1:4)];% 

                                %wOH=[wOH1; wOH2; wOH3; wOH4]; 

                                clear HBsave; 

                                HBsave=HBreal; 

                            end 

                      end 

                       % end 

                    %end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

E_min 

ET_min 

%% 

figure;plot(real(OH1),imag(OH1),'ro') 

hold on 

plot(real(OH2),imag(OH2),'ro') 

plot(OH3,'ro') 

plot(OH4,'ro') 

plot(OH5,'ro') 

plot(real(OH6),imag(OH6),'ro') 
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plot(OH7,'ro') 

plot(OH8,'ro') 

plot(OH9,'ro') 

plot(real(OH10),imag(OH10),'ro') 

plot(real(water),imag(water),'bo') 

%plot(real(water_min),imag(water_min),'g*') 

plot(real(water_min1),imag(water_min1),'m*') 

daspect([1 1 1]) 
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B3. 4-water simulation 

 

close all; clear all 

  

OH1=-5.35;; 

OH2=-4.1+4.2*i; 

OH3=-4.1-4.2*i; 

OH4=-1.5+2.9*i; 

OH5=-1.5-2.9*i; 

OH6=1.5+2.9*i; 

OH7=1.5-2.9*i; 

OH8=4.1+4.2*i; 

OH9=4.1-4.2*i; 

OH10=5.35; 

  

x1=real(OH1); 

  

m=1; 

step=0.3; 

step2=0.3; 

a=1 

water=0; 

re=2.7; 

while x1<real(OH10) 

    if x1<real(OH4) | x1>real(OH6) 

    x1=x1+step 

    else 

        x1=x1+step2 

    end 

    if x1<=real(OH4) | x1>=real(OH6) 

    lim= imag(OH2); 

    else 

        lim=imag(OH4); 

    end 

    n=floor(2*lim/step); 

    y1= linspace(-lim, lim, n); 

    x1_array=ones(1,length(y1))*x1; 

    water=[water x1_array+i*y1]; 

    a=a+1; 

end 
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bound=2.2; 

for j=length(water):(-1):1 

    temp=water(j); 

    if min(abs([temp-OH1 temp-OH2 temp-OH3 temp-OH4 temp-OH5 temp-OH6 temp-OH7 temp-OH8 

temp-OH9 temp-OH10]))<bound 

    water(j)=[]; 

    end 

end 

water(1)=[]; 

%% 

water_min=zeros(1,4); 

std_min=100000; 

E_min=100000; 

ET_min=100000; 

for A=1:length(water) 

    A 

    length(water) 

    w1=water(A); 

    for B=A+1:length(water) 

        w2=water(B); 

        if abs(w2-w1)>bound & real(w2)<real(OH4) 

            for C=B+1:length(water) 

                w3=water(C); 

                if min(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2]))>bound & real(w3)>real(OH4) & real(w3)<real(OH6)% 

                    for D=C+1:length(water) 

                        w4=water(D); 

                        if min(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3]))>bound & real(w4)>real(OH6)% 

                             

                            w1d=(abs([w1-w2 w1-w3 w1-w4 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 w1-OH3 w1-OH4 

w1-OH5 w1-OH6 w1-OH7 w1-OH8 w1-OH9 w1-OH10])); 

                            HB1=(abs([w1-w2,12; w1-w3,13; w1-w4,14; w1-OH1,1.1; w1-

OH2,1.2; w1-OH3,1.3; w1-OH4,1.4; w1-OH5,1.5; w1-OH6,1.6; w1-OH7,1.7; w1-OH8,1.8; w1-OH9,1.9; 

w1-OH10,1.11]));% 

                            HB1a=sortrows(HB1); 

                            HB1real=HB1a(1:4,:); 

                                                                                                             

                            w2d=(abs([w2-w1 w2-w3 w2-w4 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 w2-OH3 w2-OH4 

w2-OH5 w2-OH6 w2-OH7 w2-OH8 w2-OH9 w2-OH10])); 

                            HB2=(abs([w2-w3,23; w2-w4,24; w2-OH1,2.1; w2-OH2,2.2; w2-

OH3,2.3; w2-OH4,2.4; w2-OH5,2.5; w2-OH6,2.6; w2-OH7,2.7; w2-OH8,2.8; w2-OH9,2.9; w2-

OH10,2.11]));% 
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                            HB2a=sortrows(HB2); 

                            HB2real=HB2a(1:(4-double(ismember(12,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                                                                                     

                            w3d=(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2 w3-w4 w3-OH1 w3-OH2 w3-OH3 w3-OH4 

w3-OH5 w3-OH6 w3-OH7 w3-OH8 w3-OH9 w3-OH10])); 

                            HB3=(abs([w3-w4,34; w3-OH1,3.1; w3-OH2,3.2; w3-OH3,3.3; w3-

OH4,3.4; w3-OH5,3.5; w3-OH6,3.6; w3-OH7,3.7; w3-OH8,3.8; w3-OH9,3.9; w3-OH10,3.11]));% 

                            HB3a=sortrows(HB3); 

                            HB3real=HB3a(1:(4-double(ismember(23,HB2real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(13,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                                                                                                 

                            w4d=(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3 w4-OH1 w4-OH2 w4-OH3 w4-OH4 

w4-OH5 w4-OH6 w4-OH7 w4-OH8 w4-OH9 w4-OH10])); 

                            HB4=(abs([w4-OH1,4.1; w4-OH2,4.2; w4-OH3,4.3; w4-OH4,4.4; w4-

OH5,4.5; w4-OH6,4.6; w4-OH7,4.7; w4-OH8,4.8; w4-OH9,4.9; w4-OH10,4.11]));% 

                            HB4a=sortrows(HB4); 

                            HB4real=HB4a(1:(4-double(ismember(34,HB3real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(24,HB2real(:,2)))-double(ismember(14,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                                                                                 

       

                            %%%%%%%%%%%%%this lines of code solve the new issue 

                            HBr=([w1d w2d(2:end) w3d(3:end) w4d(4:end)]); 

                            Ew_i=(1-exp(re-HBr)).^2-1; 

                            %[Ew1 IN1]=sort(Ew_i(1:9));[Ew2 IN2]=sort(Ew_i(10:17));[Ew3 

IN3]=sort(Ew_i(18:24));[Ew4 IN4]=sort(Ew_i(25:30));% 

                            %wOH1=[w1-w2 w1-w3 w1-w4 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 w1-OH3 w1-OH4 

w1-OH5 w1-OH6]; 

                            %wOH2=[w2-w1 w2-w3 w2-w4 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 w2-OH3 w2-OH4 

w2-OH5 w2-OH6]; 

                            %wOH3=[w3-w1 w3-w2 w3-w4 w3-OH1 w3-OH2 w3-OH3 w3-OH4 

w3-OH5 w3-OH6]; 

                            %wOH4=[w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3 w4-OH1 w4-OH2 w4-OH3 w4-OH4 

w4-OH5 w4-OH6]; 

                             

                 

                            HBreal=[HB1real; HB2real; HB3real; HB4real];  

                            HBsave=HBreal; 

                            %Ew1=sort(Ew_i(1:9));Ew2=sort(Ew_i(10:17));Ew3=sort(Ew_i(18:2

4));Ew4=sort(Ew_i(25:30)); 

                            %Ew=sum(Ew1(1:4)+Ew2(1:4)+Ew3(1:4)+Ew4(1:4)); 
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                            Ew_j=(1-exp(re-HBreal(:,1))).^2-1; 

                             

                 

                            Ew=sum(Ew_j); 

                            EwT=sum(Ew_i); 

                            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

                            %Ew=sum((1-exp(re-w1d)).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-

w2d(2:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w3d(3:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w4d(4:end))).^2); 

             

                            if Ew<=E_min %&EwT<=ET_min 

                                E_min=Ew; 

                                ET_min=EwT; 

                                wd1=[w1d; w2d; w3d; w4d]; 

                                water_min1=[w1 w2 w3 w4]; 

                                %IN=[IN1(1:4); IN2(1:4); IN3(1:4); IN4(1:4)];% 

                                %wOH=[wOH1; wOH2; wOH3; wOH4]; 

                                clear HBsave; 

                                HBsave=HBreal; 

                            end 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

E_min 

ET_min 

%% 

figure;plot(real(OH1),imag(OH1),'ro') 

hold on 

plot(real(OH2),imag(OH2),'ro') 

plot(OH3,'ro') 

plot(OH4,'ro') 

plot(OH5,'ro') 

plot(real(OH6),imag(OH6),'ro') 

plot(OH7,'ro') 

plot(OH8,'ro') 

plot(OH9,'ro') 

plot(real(OH10),imag(OH10),'ro') 
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plot(real(water),imag(water),'bo') 

plot(real(water_min),imag(water_min),'g*') 

plot(real(water_min1),imag(water_min1),'m*') 

daspect([1 1 1]) 
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B4. 5-water simulation 

 

close all; clear all 

OH1=-5.35; 

OH2=-4.1+4.2*i; 

OH3=-4.1-4.2*i; 

OH4=-1.5+2.9*i; 

OH5=-1.5-2.9*i; 

OH6=1.5+2.9*i; 

OH7=1.5-2.9*i; 

OH8=4.1+4.2*i; 

OH9=4.1-4.2*i; 

OH10=5.35; 

  

x1=real(OH1); 

  

m=1; 

step=0.2; 

step2=0.2; 

a=1 

water=0; 

re=2.7; 

while x1<real(OH10) 

    if x1<real(OH4) | x1>real(OH6) 

    x1=x1+step 

    else 

        x1=x1+step2 

    end 

    if x1<=real(OH4) | x1>=real(OH6) 

    lim= imag(OH2); 

    else 

        lim=imag(OH4); 

    end 

    n=floor(2*lim/step); 

    y1= linspace(-lim, lim, n); 

    x1_array=ones(1,length(y1))*x1; 

    water=[water x1_array+i*y1]; 

    a=a+1; 

end 

  

bound=2.2; 
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for j=length(water):-1:1 

    temp=water(j); 

    if min(abs([temp-OH1 temp-OH2 temp-OH3 temp-OH4 temp-OH5 temp-OH6]))<bound 

    water(j)=[]; 

    end 

end 

water(1)=[]; 

  

  

%% 

water_min=zeros(1,4); 

std_min=100000; 

E_min=100000; 

ET_min=100000; 

for A=1:length(water) 

    A 

    length(water) 

    w1=water(A); 

    for B=A+1:length(water) 

        w2=water(B); 

        if abs(w2-w1)>bound 

            for C=B+1:length(water) 

                w3=water(C); 

                if min(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2]))>bound 

                    for D=C+1:length(water) 

                        w4=water(D); 

                        if min(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3]))>bound 

                            for E=D+1:1:length(water) 

                                w5=water(E); 

                                if min(abs([w5-w1 w5-w2 w5-w3 w5-w4]))>bound 

                                    w1d=(abs([w1-w2 w1-w3 w1-w4 w1-w5 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 

w1-OH3 w1-OH4 w1-OH5 w1-OH6 w1-OH7 w1-OH8 w1-OH9 w1-OH10])); 

                                    HB1=(abs([w1-w2,12; w1-w3,13; w1-w4,14; w1-w5,15; w1-

OH1,1.1; w1-OH2,1.2; w1-OH3,1.3; w1-OH4,1.4; w1-OH5,1.5; w1-OH6,1.6; w1-OH7,1.7; w1-OH8,1.8; 

w1-OH9,1.9; w1-OH10,1.11]));% 

                                    HB1a=sortrows(HB1); 

                                    HB1real=HB1a(1:4,:); 

                 

                                    w2d=(abs([w2-w1 w2-w3 w2-w4 w2-w5 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 

w2-OH3 w2-OH4 w2-OH5 w2-OH6 w2-OH7 w2-OH8 w2-OH9 w2-OH10])); 

                                    HB2=(abs([w2-w3,23; w2-w4,24; w2-w5,25; w2-OH1,2.1; 
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w2-OH2,2.2; w2-OH3,2.3; w2-OH4,2.4; w2-OH5,2.5; w2-OH6,2.6; w2-OH7,2.7; w2-OH8,2.8; w2-

OH9,2.9; w2-OH10,2.11]));% 

                                    HB2a=sortrows(HB2); 

                                    HB2real=HB2a(1:(4-double(ismember(12,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

  

                                    w3d=(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2 w3-w4 w3-w5 w3-OH1 w3-OH2 

w3-OH3 w3-OH4 w3-OH5 w3-OH6 w3-OH7 w3-OH8 w3-OH9 w3-OH10])); 

                                    HB3=(abs([w3-w4,34; w3-w5,35; w3-OH1,3.1; w3-OH2,3.2; 

w3-OH3,3.3; w3-OH4,3.4; w3-OH5,3.5; w3-OH6,3.6; w3-OH7,3.7; w3-OH8,3.8; w3-OH9,3.9; w3-

OH10,3.11]));% 

                                    HB3a=sortrows(HB3); 

                                    HB3real=HB3a(1:(4-double(ismember(23,HB2real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(13,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                 

                                    w4d=(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3 w4-w5 w4-OH1 w4-OH2 

w4-OH3 w4-OH4 w4-OH5 w4-OH6 w4-OH7 w4-OH8 w4-OH9 w4-OH10])); 

                                    HB4=(abs([w4-w5,45; w4-OH1,4.1; w4-OH2,4.2; w4-

OH3,4.3; w4-OH4,4.4; w4-OH5,4.5; w4-OH6,4.6; w4-OH7,4.7; w4-OH8,4.8; w4-OH9,4.9; w4-

OH10,4.11]));% 

                                    HB4a=sortrows(HB4); 

                                    HB4real=HB4a(1:(4-double(ismember(34,HB3real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(24,HB2real(:,2)))-double(ismember(14,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                     

                                    w5d=(abs([w5-w1 w5-w2 w5-w3 w5-w4 w5-OH1 w5-OH2 

w5-OH3 w5-OH4 w5-OH5 w5-OH6 w5-OH7 w5-OH8 w5-OH9 w5-OH10])); 

                                    HB5=(abs([w5-OH1,5.1; w5-OH2,5.2; w5-OH3,5.3; w5-

OH4,5.4; w5-OH5,5.5; w5-OH6,5.6; w5-OH7,5.7; w5-OH8,5.8; w5-OH9,5.9; w5-OH10,5.11]));% 

                                    HB5a=sortrows(HB5); 

                                    HB5real=HB5a(1:(4-double(ismember(45,HB4real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(35,HB3real(:,2)))-double(ismember(25,HB2real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(15,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                     

                                     

                                    %%%%%%%%%%%%%this lines of code solve the new 

issue 

                                    HBr=([w1d w2d(2:end) w3d(3:end) w4d(4:end) w5d(5:end)]); 

                 

                                    HBreal=[HB1real; HB2real; HB3real; HB4real; HB5real];  

                                    HBsave=HBreal; 

                                    %Ew1=sort(Ew_i(1:9));Ew2=sort(Ew_i(10:17));Ew3=sort(E

w_i(18:24));Ew4=sort(Ew_i(25:30)); 
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                                    %Ew=sum(Ew1(1:4)+Ew2(1:4)+Ew3(1:4)+Ew4(1:4)); 

                                     

                                    Ew_j=(1-exp(re-HBreal(:,1))).^2-1; 

                                    Ew_i=(1-exp(re-HBr)).^2-1; 

                 

                                    Ew=sum(Ew_j); 

                                    EwT=sum(Ew_i); 

                                    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

                                    %Ew=sum((1-exp(re-w1d)).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-

w2d(2:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w3d(3:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w4d(4:end))).^2); 

             

                                    if Ew<=E_min %&EwT<=ET_min 

                                        E_min=Ew; 

                                        ET_min=EwT; 

                                        wd1=[w1d; w2d; w3d; w4d; w5d]; 

                                        water_min1=[w1 w2 w3 w4 w5]; 

                                        clear HBsave; 

                                        HBsave=HBreal; 

                                    end 

                                end 

                            end 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

%std_min 

E_min 

ET_min 

%% 

figure;plot(real(OH1),imag(OH1),'ro') 

hold on 

plot(real(OH2),imag(OH2),'ro') 

plot(OH3,'ro') 

plot(OH4,'ro') 

plot(OH5,'ro') 

plot(real(OH6),imag(OH6),'ro') 
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plot(OH7,'ro') 

plot(OH8,'ro') 

plot(OH9,'ro') 

plot(real(OH10),imag(OH10),'ro') 

plot(real(water),imag(water),'bo') 

%plot(real(water_min),imag(water_min),'g*') 

plot(real(water_min1),imag(water_min1),'m*') 

daspect([1 1 1]) 
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B5. 6-water simulation 

 

close all; clear all 

OH1=-5.35; 

OH2=-4.1+4.2*i; 

OH3=-4.1-4.2*i; 

OH4=-1.5+2.9*i; 

OH5=-1.5-2.9*i; 

OH6=1.5+2.9*i; 

OH7=1.5-2.9*i; 

OH8=4.1+4.2*i; 

OH9=4.1-4.2*i; 

OH10=5.35; 

  

x1=real(OH1)-0.4; 

  

m=1; 

step=0.3; 

step2=0.3; 

a=1 

water=0; 

re=2.7; 

while x1<(real(OH10)+0.4) 

    if x1<real(OH4) | x1>real(OH6) 

    x1=x1+step 

    else 

        x1=x1+step2 

    end 

    if x1<=real(OH4) | x1>=real(OH6) 

    lim= imag(OH2); 

    else 

        lim=imag(OH4); 

    end 

    n=floor(2*lim/step); 

    y1= linspace(-lim, lim, n); 

    x1_array=ones(1,length(y1))*x1; 

    water=[water x1_array+i*y1]; 

    a=a+1; 

end 

  

bound=2.2; 
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for j=length(water):-1:1 

    temp=water(j); 

    if min(abs([temp-OH1 temp-OH2 temp-OH3 temp-OH4 temp-OH5 temp-OH6 temp-OH7 temp-OH8 

temp-OH9 temp-OH10]))<bound 

    water(j)=[]; 

    end 

end 

water(1)=[]; 

  

%% 

water_min=zeros(1,4); 

std_min=100000; 

E_min=100000; 

ET_min=100000; 

for A=1:length(water) 

    A 

    w1=water(A); 

    for B=A+1:length(water) 

        w2=water(B); 

        if abs(w2-w1)>bound 

            for C=B+1:length(water) 

                w3=water(C); 

                if min(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2]))>bound 

                    for D=C+1:length(water) 

                        w4=water(D); 

                        if min(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3]))>bound 

                            for E=D+1:1:length(water) 

                                w5=water(E); 

                                if min(abs([w5-w1 w5-w2 w5-w3 w5-w4]))>bound 

                                    for F=E+1:1:length(water) 

                                        w6=water(F); 

                                        if min(abs([w6-w1 w6-w2 w6-w3 w6-w4 w6-

w5]))>bound 

                                                w1d=(abs([w1-w2 w1-w3 w1-w4 w1-w5 w1-

w6 w1-OH1 w1-OH2 w1-OH3 w1-OH4 w1-OH5 w1-OH6 w1-OH7 w1-OH8 w1-OH9 w1-OH10])); 

                                                HB1=(abs([w1-w2,12; w1-w3,13; w1-w4,14; 

w1-w5,15; w1-w6,16; w1-OH1,1.1; w1-OH2,1.2; w1-OH3,1.3; w1-OH4,1.4; w1-OH5,1.5; w1-OH6,1.6; 

w1-OH7,1.7; w1-OH8,1.8; w1-OH9,1.9; w1-OH10,1.11]));% 

                                                HB1a=sortrows(HB1); 

                                                HB1real=HB1a(1:4,:); 
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                                                w2d=(abs([w2-w1 w2-w3 w2-w4 w2-w5 w2-

w6 w2-OH1 w2-OH2 w2-OH3 w2-OH4 w2-OH5 w2-OH6 w2-OH7 w2-OH8 w2-OH9 w2-OH10])); 

                                                HB2=(abs([w2-w3,23; w2-w4,24; w2-w5,25; 

w2-w6,26; w2-OH1,2.1; w2-OH2,2.2; w2-OH3,2.3; w2-OH4,2.4; w2-OH5,2.5; w2-OH6,2.6; w2-OH7,2.7; 

w2-OH8,2.8; w2-OH9,2.9; w2-OH10,2.11]));% 

                                                HB2a=sortrows(HB2); 

                                                HB2real=HB2a(1:(4-

double(ismember(12,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

  

                                                w3d=(abs([w3-w1 w3-w2 w3-w4 w3-w5 w3-

w6 w3-OH1 w3-OH2 w3-OH3 w3-OH4 w3-OH5 w3-OH6 w3-OH7 w3-OH8 w3-OH9 w3-OH10])); 

                                                HB3=(abs([w3-w4,34; w3-w5,35; w3-w6,36; 

w3-OH1,3.1; w3-OH2,3.2; w3-OH3,3.3; w3-OH4,3.4; w3-OH5,3.5; w3-OH6,3.6; w3-OH7,3.7; w3-

OH8,3.8; w3-OH9,3.9; w3-OH10,3.11]));% 

                                                HB3a=sortrows(HB3); 

                                                HB3real=HB3a(1:(4-

double(ismember(23,HB2real(:,2)))-double(ismember(13,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                 

                                                w4d=(abs([w4-w1 w4-w2 w4-w3 w4-w5 w4-

w6 w4-OH1 w4-OH2 w4-OH3 w4-OH4 w4-OH5 w4-OH6 w4-OH7 w4-OH8 w4-OH9 w4-OH10])); 

                                                HB4=(abs([w4-w5,45; w4-w6,46; w4-

OH1,4.1; w4-OH2,4.2; w4-OH3,4.3; w4-OH4,4.4; w4-OH5,4.5; w4-OH6,4.6; w4-OH7,4.7; w4-OH8,4.8; 

w4-OH9,4.9; w4-OH10,4.11]));% 

                                                HB4a=sortrows(HB4); 

                                                HB4real=HB4a(1:(4-

double(ismember(34,HB3real(:,2)))-double(ismember(24,HB2real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(14,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                     

                                                w5d=(abs([w5-w1 w5-w2 w5-w3 w5-w4 w5-

w6 w5-OH1 w5-OH2 w5-OH3 w5-OH4 w5-OH5 w5-OH6 w5-OH7 w5-OH8 w5-OH9 w5-OH10])); 

                                                HB5=(abs([w5-w6,56; w5-OH1,5.1; w5-

OH2,5.2; w5-OH3,5.3; w5-OH4,5.4; w5-OH5,5.5; w5-OH6,5.6; w5-OH7,5.7; w5-OH8,5.8; w5-OH9,5.9; 

w5-OH10,5.11]));% 

                                                HB5a=sortrows(HB5); 

                                                HB5real=HB5a(1:(4-

double(ismember(45,HB4real(:,2)))-double(ismember(35,HB3real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(25,HB2real(:,2)))-double(ismember(15,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                                 

                                                w6d=(abs([w6-w1 w6-w2 w6-w3 w6-w4 w6-

w5 w6-OH1 w6-OH2 w6-OH3 w6-OH4 w6-OH5 w6-OH6 w6-OH7 w6-OH8 w6-OH9 w6-OH10])); 

                                                HB6=(abs([w6-OH1,6.1; w6-OH2,6.2; w6-
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OH3,6.3; w6-OH4,6.4; w6-OH5,6.5; w6-OH6,6.6; w6-OH7,6.7; w6-OH8,6.8; w6-OH9,6.9; w6-

OH10,6.11]));% 

                                                HB6a=sortrows(HB6); 

                                                HB6real=HB6a(1:(4-

double(ismember(56,HB5real(:,2)))-double(ismember(46,HB4real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(36,HB3real(:,2)))-double(ismember(26,HB2real(:,2)))-

double(ismember(16,HB1real(:,2)))),:); 

                                     

                                                %%%%%%%%%%%%%this lines of code 

solve the new issue 

                                                HBr=([w1d w2d(2:end) w3d(3:end) 

w4d(4:end) w5d(5:end) w6d(6:end)]); 

                 

                                                HBreal=[HB1real; HB2real; HB3real; 

HB4real; HB5real; HB6real];  

                                                HBsave=HBreal; 

                                                %Ew1=sort(Ew_i(1:9));Ew2=sort(Ew_i(10:1

7));Ew3=sort(Ew_i(18:24));Ew4=sort(Ew_i(25:30)); 

                                                %Ew=sum(Ew1(1:4)+Ew2(1:4)+Ew3(1:4)+E

w4(1:4)); 

                                     

                                                Ew_j=(1-exp(re-HBreal(:,1))).^2-1; 

                                                Ew_i=(1-exp(re-HBr)).^2-1; 

                 

                                                Ew=sum(Ew_j); 

                                                EwT=sum(Ew_i); 

                                                %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

                                                %Ew=sum((1-exp(re-w1d)).^2)+sum((1-

exp(re-w2d(2:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w3d(3:end))).^2)+sum((1-exp(re-w4d(4:end))).^2); 

             

                                                if Ew<=E_min %&EwT<=ET_min 

                                                E_min=Ew; 

                                                ET_min=EwT; 

                                                wd1=[w1d; w2d; w3d; w4d; w5d; w6d]; 

                                                water_min1=[w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6]; 

                                                clear HBsave; 

                                                HBsave=HBreal; 

                                                end 

                                        end 

                                    end 
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                                end 

                            end 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

%std_min 

E_min 

ET_min 

%% 

figure;plot(real(OH1),imag(OH1),'ro') 

hold on 

plot(real(OH2),imag(OH2),'ro') 

plot(OH3,'ro') 

plot(OH4,'ro') 

plot(OH5,'ro') 

plot(real(OH6),imag(OH6),'ro') 

plot(OH7,'ro') 

plot(OH8,'ro') 

plot(OH9,'ro') 

plot(real(OH10),imag(OH10),'ro') 

plot(real(water),imag(water),'bo') 

%plot(real(water_min),imag(water_min),'g*') 

plot(real(water_min1),imag(water_min1),'m*') 

daspect([1 1 1]) 
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